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SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a NASA-sponsored General Electric Company investiga-
tion into the flow patterns and mechanisms by which porous wall casing treatments over
axial flow compressor rotor tips act to postpone the onset of stall and increase the useful
operating range. Prior to this program the NASA and cooperating organizations, including
General Electric, had a substantial background of empirical results showing that various
porous wall treatments were effective at improving stall margins from normal operating
lines, but with little understanding about why these treatments were effective and what con-
figurations would give the best results. Almost without exception, the previous experience
was obtained on transonic stages and in sizes that made detailed investigation difficult.
The General Electric Company Low Speed Research Compressor (LSRC) is a facility which
provided the opportunity to make detailed investigations into the flow patterns in and around
treatment cavities, seeking insight into those features of the flow patterns which contribute
to the stall margin improvement. Success in the program depended, of course, on showing
that the stall margin improvements did not require the presence of compressibility effects,
such as cavity resonance, to be effective.
Analytical modelling of the flow patterns in the casing treatment cavities was carried out
for use in prediction of the details to be sought in the experimental program. The circum-
ferential groove flow was supposed to be irrotational, with a choice of constant stagnation
pressure in a frame relative to the moving blading or in a stationary frame. The measured
data seem more nearly consistent with constant stagnation pressure in a frame moving at
fractional rotor speed. For flows in slot-type cavities, two types of models were consider-
ed, in which the flow is primarily longitudinal or primarily transverse. In the longitudinal
type of model, the flow could be driven by the meridional static pressure field or by the
static pressure distribution parallel to blade surfaces. In the transverse flow type of model
the flow is driven by momentum interchange across the cavity face from the free stream.
Some features of each type of model were observed, but in too random a pattern for ready
correlation with the modelling.
The experimental phase of the NASA/GE Casing treatment program included the testing of
eight different casing treatment configurations in three basic types: circumferential
grooves, axial-skewed slots, and blade angle slots. Each configuration showed at least
some improvement in stall margin. The basic circumferential groove treatment yielded
5.8% reduction in stalling flow with no sacrifice in efficiency. The axial-skewed slot treat-
ment (with a mid-length baffle) yielded 15.3% reduction in stalling flow with 2.0 points
sacrifice in efficiency. The blade angle slot treatment, with slots 70% wider than the max-
imum blade tip thickness, yielded 15.0% reduction in stalling flow with 1.2 points sacrifice
in efficiency. These values are consistent with previous casing treatment experience. A
more detailed summary of the casing treatment results is presented as Table IV.
The LSRC facility provides for visual observation of flow patterns by means of knitting yarn
tufts. It was expected that flow patterns would be found with a dominant blade passing fre-
quency and that these could be seen by illuminating the tufts with stroboscopic flashes. No
patterns at blade passing frequency were observed for any configuration. Some concern
was felt that the tufts might not respond to that high a frequency. The tufts showed that the
circumferential grooves carried substantial circumferential velocity with little or no
transverse or radial components. The circumferential velocities were inhibited only
slightly when twelve baffles were introduced. The axial-skewed slots showed an average
pattern of flow intoa cavity at its aft or downstreamendandoutat its forward or upstream
end. Superimposedon this averagepatternwasa highly randomsituation, whichoften
obscuredtheaveragepattern. Theflow is apparentlydriven by thetime-averagepressure
gradientthroughtherotor andincreasesconsiderablywhenremoval of a mid-cavity baffle
increasesthe driving pressuredifference. Thebladeangleslots hada similar average
pattern, nearly obscuredby a highlevel randombehavior.
Moredetailedandquantitativemeasurementsof cavity flows were madewith steady-state
total andstatic pressures, hot film anemometersfor steady-stateandtransient velocities,
andB&Kpressure sensorsfor transient pressures. Thesemeasurementsconfirmedthe
existenceof large circumferential velocities in circumferential grooves,andrandomflow
patterns in all othercavities.
Staticpressureswere measuredon thebladesurfaces. Theseshowedthat thecircumfer-
ential grooveconfigurationimprovedpressure recovery in the 50-75%chordregion, so that
someof the pressure loadingis shiftedawayfrom the leadingedge, relative to the baseline
solid wall. Themaximumsuctionsurfacepressure rise before stall wasgreater in the
presenceof treatment. Observationswith axial-skewedandbladeangleslot cavities showed
extremelyhighstatic pressureson thepressure surfaces, closeto thebladetip. These
pressureswere evenhigher thanthefreestream relative total pressure. Thehighstatic
pressure level persistedto somedegreeover as muchas 20%of thespan. Thus, the
beneficialeffectof thesecavities mayresult from thegenerationof a high level of static
pressureonthe pressuresurface, which in turn generatesa highvelocity off the pressure
surface into thewakeandservesas anenergizingmechanismfor themarginally stable
suctionsurfaceboundarylayer.
Annuluswall boundarylayers were surveyedusinghot film anemometry,whichalso per-
mitted investigationof rotor bladewakes. Thecircumferential groovetreatmenthas little
influenceon thewall boundarylayers. Theaxial-skewedandbladeangleslot treatments
havelittle influenceonthe boundarylayers in theflow rangewherethe baselineconfigura-
tion operatesstably, but yield substantialreduction in boundarylayer momentumdefect
close to stall. Somereductionin rotor bladewakethicknessis foundin the presenceof
treatment.
Vector diagramanalysesshowmodestflow shifts andmodestincreasesin limiting blade
elementloadingsin the presenceof casingtreatments.
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PROGRAM BACKGROUND
Introduction
During the years 1968 to 1970, several experimental programs were conducted by the NASA
in-house, and by contractors with NASA support, to demonstrate that operational flexibility
for transonic fan stages could be improved substantially by introducing porous casings over
rotor tips, as compared with solid casings. The program described in Reference 1, for
example, showed 7% improvement in stall margin for 0.02 sacrifice in efficiency. At
about the end of 1969, for the first time, some configurations (References 2 and 3) showed
significant improvements in stall margin with only slight sacrifices in stage efficiency.
Based on the experience as of March 1970, NASA sponsored a modification to the testing
program at General Electric under Contract NAS3-11157 (Reference 4) to make an inde-
pendent evaluation of the most promising configurations. Four treatment types were in-
cluded in this program: circumferential grooves, blade angle slots, axial-skewed slots,
and honeycomb cavities. The circumferential groove configurations were especially at-
tractive in that they provided substantial (3%) improvement in stall margin with no
measurable efficiency sacrifice. The other configurations provided more stall margin
improvement (approximately 6%) at 100% speed with 0.01 to 0.02 sacrifice in efficiency.
Although these latter configurations performed almost equally well, the trade-offs among
them with respect to cost-effectiveness in application and susceptibility to further develop-
ment received little exploration. With regard to manufacturing cost, for example, the
honeycomb configurations appear tobe the most difficult to manufacture, while the blade
angle slots should be relatively easy.
The various experimental programs (References 1 - 4) had shown that the geometric para-
meters associated with the configuration designs could be quite critical. Only a few con-
figurations of each type, chosen somewhat arbitrarily, had been investigated. It seemed
likely that a detailed investigation into the mechanisms and principles behind the beneficial
influences of casing treatment would lead to a substantial further improvement in the ob-
served performance. The present program was undertaken to make a detailed investiga-
tion into the mechanisms of the casing treatment influence.
Empirical Background
The state-of-the-art with respect to casing treatment at the beginning of the present program
could best be expressed by a series of empirical observations. The following list is a
digest of information contained in References 1 - 7.
. Most of the rotors on which casing treatment seemed beneficial encountered
instability in the form of a rotating stall initiated at a critically loaded rotor
tip. In one case, reported in Reference 1, the stall began at the part-span
shroud during tests with undistorted inlet. Most of that investigation was
carried out with tip radial distortion, so as to transfer the critical loading
to the tip, which provided the favorable environment for observing casing
treatment benefits.
.o
.
o
o
All of the stages on which attractive casing treatment results had been found were
transonic. Transonic stages tend to be designed with little or no camber in the
tip region. They tend to have heavy leading edge loadings as compared with sub-
sonic designs. At high speed, the heavy leading edge loading results from having
a subsonic region on the pressure surface behind a leading edge shock and a
highly supersonic region in the flow-induction portion of the suction surface. At
lower speeds, the heavy loading of the transonic design comes from excessive
positive incidence due to the small camber and to unfavorable matching of the
density-annulus-area combinations between leading and trailing edge regions.
Thus the pressure distribution patterns from transonic rotors might be peculiarly
amenable to stability enhancement through the use of casing treatment.
Recirculation in grooves, slots, or plenums may serve to stabilize or delay
rotating stall. Some of the early casing treatment tests indicated large re-
circulation and substantial efficiency sacrifice as compared with solid casings.
It seems likely that in those cases the recirculation may have damped out those
discontinuities in the operating region which are referred to as stalls. The test
programs reported in References 1 and 4 showed conflicting influences of recir-
culation. Rotors were tested in both programs with honeycomb cell treatment
over the rotor tips, and with a plenum chamber available in the form of a mani-
fold around the outside of the honeycomb. In the test program of Reference 1,
a substantial improvement in stall margin was obtained with the honeycomb cells
open to the plenum, regardless of the plenum size. The benefit disappeared
when the honeycomb cells were blocked off at the back. In the test program of
Reference 4, the stall margin improvement as compared with a plain casing was
slightly greater with the backs of the honeycomb cells blocked off than with them
open to a plenum chamber. When the treatment cavities were slots that could
permit substantial recirculation driven by the fore-and-aft pressure gradient,
introduction of partitions across the cavities would inhibit recirculation, without
apparently interfering with the benefit in stall margin improvement.
The most successful casing treatments have 65-75% open area in the nominal cas-
ing surface. Perforated plates with 10-30% open area have not been effective.
Circumferential grooves with 50% open area were much less effective than those
with 65% open area or more. In the blade angle slot case of Reference 4, there
was a substantial loss in benefit from casing treatment when one-half of the cavities
were filled up. This comment on open area refers to the nominal axial extent of the
treatment, and is independent of any conclusions about the value of treating leading
and trailing edge regions.
Treatment over the 20% of the meridionally projected rotor chord from either the
leading or the trailing edge is ineffective. Most, if not all, of the benefits come
from treating the center 60% of the chord projection. Filling the cavities over the
leading and trailing edges resulted in efficiency improvements with little change,
or even some gain, in stall margin for the circumferential groove and axial-skewed
slot configurations of Reference 2. Treatment in the leading edge region alone was
investigated in the testing for Reference 5, and was found ineffective.
Some tip treatments have been observed which lead to increased blade tip loading
and pressure rise as compared with a solid casing, as if the diffusion process
were improved. The overall pressure rise of the stage may still appear to remain
.constant during throttling of a stage in which the tip region picks up load, if the
strengthened tip results in transferring the throttle response to a hub region
with a drooping characteristic. For other tip treatments, stable operation may
be maintained to higher incidence angles than with plain casings, but without
increased pressure rise in the extended operating region. Under these circum-
stances the loss does increase at the high incidence. The increases in incidence
angle for stable operation in the tests of Reference 4 are illustrated in Figure la.
That test series also demonstrated increases in the stalling diffusion factor as
a result of the casing treatment, as is shown on Figure lb. The diffusion factors
were calculated from vector diagrams and, consequently, are measures of the
work input, but not of the pressure rise. The static pressure rise coefficients
did not increase significantly as a result of casing treatment: this result is
shown on Figure lc.
Several investigations have looked for favorable influences of resonant cavities
tuned to blade passing frequency. No such investigations have identified a sig-
nificant selective effect which can be attributed to resonance.
8. Some of the favorable effects of casing treatments can be attributed to radial shifts
in the flow distribution, which may provide relief from limiting blade loadings.
° Casing treatments may tend to reduce disparities among flows in successive blade
passages. When a full stall is caused by an extreme flow condition in one passage,
suppression of that extreme may delay the stall.
10. The severity and frequency of rotating stall cells may be reduced by casing treat-
ment.
11. Vortex generators may improve annulus wall boundary layer profiles (Reference 7),
enhancing stability, improving stall margins, and suppressing flow separation
losses.
Hypotheses on Mechanisms
A specific objective of the NAS 3-15707 Casing Treatment program was to explore the
relevance of a series of possible mechanisms which had been suggested as possible ex-
planations for the manner in which casing treatment works to extend stable operating
ranges. None of the mechanisms on the original list had been found adequate to explain
all the observed results. It was thought that different types of treatment might require
different explanations for the success. It also seemed possible that different types of
rotor design might respond differently to the various treatments.
The mechanisms* which seemed worthy of exploration fell into a number of groups:
1. Suppression of incipient separation - inherently two-dimensional cascade effects
"If a critical cerner boundary layer develops on the suction surface near the blade
tip, flow out of a cavity may impinge on the boundary layer, energizing it and de-
laying separation. "
*Proposed mechanisms are quoted as they came from a "brainstorm session" and may lack
coherence under critical examination.
"Flow into a cavity mayserveas a bleed, removinglow energyfluid from a
critical corner boundarylayer betweena bladesuctionsurfaceandtheannulus
wall, delayingseparation."
"Flow into or outof a cavity maydissipatean incipient vortex generation."
"Casingtreatmentsmayincreasethe effectiveturbulencefor flow closeto the
annuluswall, leadingto energizedboundarylayers andincreasedflow stability. "
"Airfoils with extremeleadingedgeloadingmaybe particularly susceptibleto
boundarylayer instability in the mid-chord region, andthereforeare special
candidatesto respondto artificial stabilizing devices."
"Wherea critical circulation time delaydeterminesthesensitivity of a particular
rotor to circumferential distortion, a stabilizing treatmentmayincreasethetime
delayenoughto avoida stall."
"The several flow passagesbetweentherotor bladesmayhavesubstantially
different flow characteristics, resulting from manufacturingtoleranceor foreign
objectdamage,whichmakethe rotor vulnerableto onsetof a rotating stall, and
the casingtreatmentmaypromoteestablishmentof a preferred, stable pattern in
placeof an indeterminate, sensitiveflow pattern."
Thesestatementsaboutthe influenceof a casingtreatmenton the stability of a
compressorrotor share thecommonpremise that stalling starts withan instability
in thetwo-dimensionalor quasi-two-dimensionalflow aroundthe bladetip airfoils.
Underthesecircumstancesa small amountof properly directed extra leakageflow
couldserve to promotestability, andin somecasesmight evensmoothout the
free stream flow enoughto more thancompensatefor the entropyincreaseof the
leakageflow. It shouldbe observedthat the boundarylayer growthtoward separa-
tion ona surfacemaynotbedistinguishablefrom a boundarylayer approachingthe
stagnationpoint of thevortex, shedwith theapproachof a rotating stall cell.
Various investigators (e.g., Reference8) in the early 1950'sexploreddetails of
the rotating stall flow phenomena,andnoticedthat thepassageof a rotating stall
cell involvesthe sheddingof an "unstart vortex" whenan individualairfoil first
encountersthe cell movingwith respect to the airfoil cascade,followedby shedding
a "start vortex" during recoveryafter passageof thestall cell. Also during the
1950'sthe former NACAjoinedwith the DouglasAircraft Company(Reference9) in
demonstratingthe existenceandbehaviorof a "floor vortex". This vortex may
originate onanairfield runwayandextendinto the inlet of anaircraft gasturbine
engine,actingas a vacuumcleanerfor anyforeign objectson the runway. The
demonstrationalso showedthat thefloor vortex wasunstableandcouldeasilybe
blownawayby a screen of low intensityair jets.
Consideringthelogic of flow patterns in andaroundcasingtreatmentcavities, it
wasnatural to expectthat the suctionsurfacepressurewouldbe lower thanthe
cavity pressure, evenif the cavitypressurefluctuatedsomewhatfollowing the
blade-to-bladepressurefield, andthat therewouldbea flow inducedfrom the
cavity intoany regionof vortex generationor boundarylayer separationon the
suctionsurface. Sincetransonicbladestendto bedesignedwith little camberand
definite positive incidenceto stay within a narrow low loss operatingrange, they
couldbepeculiarly sensitiveto separationeffectsthat couldbestabilizedby treat-
ment. Nearstall at high speed,there maybeanextremeadversepressure
gradientonthe suctionsurface, in the transition througha shocksystemfrom a
highsupersonicvelocity to a subsonicvelocity. Theboundarylayer subjectedto
this gradientwouldbesusceptibleto separation,andcouldbe stabilizedby the
treatment.
2. Meridional boundary layer control
"The flow barriers between casing treatment cavities may interfere with a tendency
toward flow reversal in the annulus wall boundary layer. "
"The pressure field in and around casing treatment cavities may lead to wall force
components, entering into any control volume analysis, which augment the axial
forces from the blades."
The meridional boundary layer control mechanisms, in contrast to the incipient
two-dimensional boundary layer separation mechanisms, disregard considerations
of stability of the two-dimensional flow around a blade. Attention is given instead
to the pressure difference across a flow barrier which produces a force component
in the axial direction. There was no clue asto whether the extrapolation of a con-
tinuous pressure rise in the free stream to a compartmented wall, such as the
circumferential groove treatment, would appear as a discontinuous pressure rise
across the barrier between compartments, with nearly uniform static pressure in
the compartment, or in some other manner. It seemed probable that pressure
gradients in small compartments would be small compared to those in the free
stream. Then the pressure differences would be across the barriers, and in the
circumferential groove configuration would constitute force components entirely in
the axial direction, pushing in the normal flow direction. Shear forces on a solid
wall, in contrast, tend to push against the normal flow direction.
Breakdown of an annulus wall boundary layer with increasing back pressure is a
possible mechanism for a stall. Since a compressor blade row must support the
static pressure rise more or less uniformly along its span, the wall boundary
layer must also support the full rise. This pressure rise reacts against the axial
component of blade force and is opposed by the small axial component of the shear
stress on the casing. As stall is approached, the casing boundary layer presum-
ably thickens and measurements have shown that stall occurs when the displace-
ment thickness of the annulus boundary layer reaches a value near 20% of the blade
staggered spacing. Data of this type have been given by Smith (Reference 10) for
stages in multistage environments. The 20% value also seems representative for
single rotors that stall at the tip.
Thetheory of the meridionalboundarylayer control is that the casing treatment
may allow the wall shear stress term in a control volume analysis to become
favorable, delaying the wall boundary layer thickening process. This would happen
if the tip clearance flow, with its axial backward flow component, were captured
by the cavity and its backward momentum were absorbed there.
3. Compliant wall absorption of pressure disturbances
"The separation surface between an essentially stagnant cavity and the free-stream
flow is compliant to local disturbances, serving as a damper on them where a solid
wall would act as an amplifier. "
"A mean flow velocity in the circumferential grooves reduces tip leakage and sets
up a situation equivalent to a reduced effective clearance. "
"The presence of a casing treatment cavity acts as a suppressor on large scale
circumferential static pressure variations and, therefore, serves to suppress the
development of rotating stall cells. "
It is clear that a small "blob" of high pressure fluid impinging on a solid wall
will have its velocity component perpendicular to that wall brought suddenly to
rest, resulting in an amplification of the high pressure. The same high pressure
blob impinging on the separation surface between the freestream and a stagnant
cavity will find that the contents of the cavity give way. The high pressure dis-
turbance is then reflected as a low pressure disturbance, a tranquilizer for flow
separation.
If the roles of rotating blade and stationary wall are interchanged, so that the wall
is considered to be a belt moving past the blade tip from the pressure surface to
the suction surface, both wall friction drag and pressure difference contribute to
the induction of flow through the leakage space. The circumferential groove con-
figuration presents the possibility that an average flow component moving in the
same direction as the rotating blade may reduce the shear force adding to the
pressure difference, and thus reduce the leakage flow. Operation of this mechanism
requires that the cavity flow and the freestream flow have separate identities, so
that the flow in the cavity is not really an increased leakage flow.
When an axial flow compressor stage is throttled toward stall, the approach to a
discontinuity in the flow behavior is sometimes marked by a small amplitude
velocity or pressure disturbance traveling in the direction of rotor travel at
fractional rotor speed. Presumably this is a rotating stall of insufficient ampli-
tude to destroy the stability of the compressor operation. The amplitude of the
disturbance may grow with further throttling until a noticeable discontinuity in
operation does appear. The effect of some casing treatment schemes could be to
attenuate the amplitude of the traveling disturbance so that it does not build up to
the point of discontinuity until later in the throttling process. Circumferential
communication of flow or pressure signals in a plenum chamber or manifold is a
possible means for this sort of small disturbance attenuation. This may explain
the occasional beneficial effects of treatment cavities communicating with a
plenum chamber.
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Flow modelling
An extensive program of analytical flow modelling for flow patterns in and around the casing
treatment cavities was carried out as a part of the NAS3-15707 Casing Treatment program.
It was expected that analytical predictions for these flows would be valuable guides, assist-
ing in the choice of physical parameters to be measured, and the instrument ranges to be
used. Many of the model results have been used to good advantage in evaluating the experi-
mental data from the program.
Analytical modelling investigations carried out during the program included:
a. Potential flow analysis of the rotor tip cascade, treated as a two-dimensional incom-
pressible, inviscid flow problem;
b. Two-dimensional, incompressible, inviscid flow in a circumferential groove cavity
assuming constant total pressure relative to the moving blade row;
c. Two-dimensional, incompressible, inviscid flow in a circumferential groove cavity
assuming constant total pressure in the stationary coordinate system;
d. Two-dimensional, incompressible, inviscid flow in a blade angle slot cavity;
e. Laminar viscous flow in a circumferential groove cavity;
f. Roller bearing flow (two-dimensional, incompressible, non-viscous, with total pres-
sure gradient) in the mouth of an axial-skewed slot.
Details of the analyses and results are presented in the following text:
Potential flow analysis of the rotor tip cascade - The General Electric Company Compress-
ible Fluxplot computer program (Reference 11) has been available for some years. It is a
straightforward procedure (using a numerical finite difference field solution for the two-
dimensional stream function, similar to the approach described in Chapter IV, PP 126-130,
of Reference 12) for estimating surface pressure distributions in subsonic airfoil cascades
provided viscous flow effects are not dominant. In the Casing Treatment program it was
expected that the blade-to-blade pressure field would be applied to the cavity faces, and
would serve as the driving force for flows in the cavities. The Fluxplot procedure was
especially well suited for obtaining the pressure distributions on cross sections parallel to
the cascade axis, which were desired as boundary conditions for circumferential groove
cavity flows.
The rotor tip section cascade analyzed has the following geometric properties:
Camber = 23.12 degrees
Stagger = 43.39 degrees
Maximum Thickness Ratio, t/c = 0. 045
Solidity, c/s = 1. 314
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Theairfoil shapeconsistsof a modifiedNACA65-series thicknessdistribution ona circu-
lar-arc meanline. Theblade-to-bladeflow field analysiswasdonefor two inlet air angles:
(a) B1= 55.25 °, corresponding to design-point conditions, and (b) 81 = 63.08 °, corre-
sponding to the measured operating condition just prior to onset of rotating stall.
The calculation procedure requires specifying the cascade exit air angle 82, and this was
set at 82 = 38.00 °, corresponding approximately to the Carter's Rule deviation angle. This
value of exit air angle was kept the same for both values of inlet air angle analyzed.
The resulting static pressure fields obtained from the blade-to-blade flow calculations are
shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the blade surface static pressure distributions,
in terms of static pressure coefficient, for both inlet angles. Figure 3 shows blade-t0-
blade static pressure traces, as would be seen by a circumferential groove over the rotor
tip, at several axial locations and for both inlet angles. Area average relative tangential
velocities, including an estimated average for the tip leakage region, for the near stall con-
dition are 55.3%, 44.4%, and 38.8% of the upstream velocity at 30% chord, 50% chord, and
70% chord, respectively.
The static pressure fields shown in Figure 3 were used as boundary condition information
for preliminary modelling of circumferential groove flow fields. Of course, the enclosed
results do not reflect the effects of tip clearance, blade and endwall boundary layers, and/
or secondary flows on the tip section flow field, but are probably representative of the
maximum static pressure gradients that can be expected along a groove or other casing
treatment cavity opening.
Circumferential groove cavity flow with constant total pressure relative to the moving
blade row - An incompressible, inviscid, two-dimensional flow model for the flow in a
circumferential groove casing treatment cavity, with constant total pressure relative to a
moving blade row, was synthesized using an analogy to the classical "wavy-wall problem"
(see, for example, Reference 13). Results of the analysis of this flow model showed that
the blade-to-blade rotor tip static pressure gradients could induce significant radial flows
in and out of the groove and could produce a radial outflow or suction effect over the blade
tip region. The magnitude of the induced flow velocities was found to increase with groove
depth and reach an asymptotic maximum for groove depths of approximately 25% of the
rotor blade tip tangential spacing. Extension of the results to compressible flows by apply-
ing linearized theory showed that compressibility rendered the induced velocity magnitudes
more sensitive to groove depth, and that deeper grooves were required to achieve the same
relative effect as the incompressible flow case. It was deduced that high speed compressor
stages would see a greater effect of groove depth increases on stall limit improvement than
low speed stages, and that the induced tip region suction could conceivably improve perfor-
mance as well. Details of this analysis follow.
A schematic of a typical compressor stage with a casing treatment of the circumferential
groove type over the rotor tip is shown in Figure 4. The flow field in the tip region of the
rotor is characterized by large gradients in pressure from blade to blade, a result of the
blade pressure distributions and loadings.
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Thecircumferential grooveconfigurationswhichhavebeenthemost successfulhavebeen
thosewhichdid not havegroovestoonear the leadingor trailing edgesandthosewhose
groovedepthwasappreciablylarger thanthe grooveaxial width. It can, therefore, be
speculatedthat theblade-to-bladeflow imposesstrongcircumferential pressuregradients
on theflow in the groove, inducinga primarily two-dimensionalflow in andout of the groove
in the radial/circumferential plane. This typeof flow geometryis qualitatively illustrated
in Figure 5. Theaxial pressure gradientsare assumedto besmall in comparisonwith
the circumferential ones.
The averageflow in thegrooveis assumedto be in the direction of rotor rotation, traveling
at somefraction of rotor speed. Thegrooveaverageflow velocity is assumedto beequal
to the averageabsolutetangentialvelocity as determinedby therotor tip sectionat that
axial location. An alternative is to assumethat only afraction of this tangentialvelocity
is recoveredin transferring from the flowpathto just insidethe groove, dueto equilibrium
betweenviscousmixing whichmayoccurat the interface andskin friction drag onthe groove
walls. As a first approximation,theflow in the grooveis assumedto be inviscid, at least
asfar as inducedradial flowsare concerned. Theeffectsof viscosity are, therefore,
assumedto affectonlythe averageswirl level in the groove.
Considertheblade-to-bladepressuredistribution at oneaxial locationcorrespondingto the
locationof a casinggroove. If we transfer to a coordinatesystemfixed to the rotor, then,
relative to therotating frame, theblade-to-bladepressuredistribution is stationaryin
time. Thegrooveflow pattern repeatsitself everybladepitch, andthe net flow in/out of
the grooveis zero. A boundingstreamline is, therefore, formed at the groovemouth
which is stationary in time relative to the movingrotor coordinatesystem.
Figure 5 showsa sectionof a groove, in theradial/circumferential plane, with therotor
movingin thenegativeX (positive0) direction. Relativeto the rotor, sincethe average
grooveflow velocity is somefraction of rotor speed,theaverageflow is in thepositive X(negative0) direction.
Let Ut be therotor tip speed,andlet Um bethe grooveflow averagetangentialvelocity, in
the absolutereferenceframe. In the rotating frame, theaverageflow velocity in the
grooveis
Voo= Vt - V m (i)
Since the groove mouth bounding streamline is stationary with time in the rotating frame,
it can be treated as a solid wall whose shape is some waveform to be determined. The flow
in the rotating system is, therefore, analogous to flow through a channel formed by one
straight wall and one "wavy" wal!, and having a mean or average velocity V_. The straight
wall corresponds to the groove bottom, and the "wavy" wail corresponds to the groove
mouth bounding streamline. We can, therefore, apply the classical solution of the flow
past a wave-shaped wall to the present problem. In our case, however, we will be solving
for the wave-shape of the "wall" from a prescribed "wall" (blade-to-blade) pressure dis-
tribution, rather than the inverse. This application of the wavy wall model implies the
corollary, that total pressure of the field relative to the moving blade is constant.
A small perturbationsolutionfor the two-dimensional,inviscid flow pasta wave-shaped
wall is presentedby Shapiro,Reference13. Also givenin Reference13is the solution for
theflow betweena wave-shapedwall anda parallel straight wall. For a wall whoseshape
is describedby a cosinewave-form theflow field solution is as follows:
Vo_ h (s __) e-2_BY/_ 4 _r/3(y-H)/_]¢p(x, y) - B l_e-4_rBH/_ in [1 + e (2)
Where
B =
V_ =
Velocity potential of perturbation flow
Compressibility parameter, B2 = 1 - M2_
Average mean velocity (in the relative frame)
h = Half-amplitude of wave-shaped wall
H = Mean distance between walls
= Wavelength of wave-shaped wall
x = Coordinate along wall axis
y = Coordinate normal to wall axis
and the wall shape is given by
2_rx (3)
Yw = h cos
The above variables are also defined in Figure 5. From Equation (2), the x- and y- com-
ponents of velocity, u and v, and the pressure coefficient Cp can be found. They are as
follows :
b_
u - _x +V ; (a)
5_
v - 8y ; (b)
~ 2 b_ (c)
Cp - V bx ,
(4)
where
bcp _ 2uVcoh
_x tB (co__x)[__,.-_e_'_""o +e_e-_''"_-_ ] (5)
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and
5 _ _ 2_rV¢oh 2 e2_r$ (H-y)/_ -e (6)
5 y _ in -- e2_rBH/_ _e-2_r BH/_
For the circumferential groove flow problem, we assume we know pressure Cp on the
groove mouth bounding streamline, which corresponds to the wave-shaped wall. Evaluating
Equations (4c, 5) at y _ 0 yields a relation for wall shape amplitude as a function of pres-
sure coefficient, as follows:
2_x B 2nBH (7)
hcos _ - -_ Cptai_h
The distance between wails H corresponds to the groove depth, while the wavelength
corresponds to the rotor tip tangential blade spacing or pitch. Thus, for a cosine pressure
distribution, the bounding streamline shape at the groove mouth is a negative cosine wave,
whose amplitude is given by Equation (7).
For sine-wave wall Shape, a simple phase shift of 3_r/2 radians yields the following solution:
iv 2 e2e(p(x, y) - B os -- 2_r BH/_ -2_rBH/_ "
e -e
Then,
5 ¢p 2_rh V¢o
bx _l
5 (p 21rh V¢o
by
/ . 2.x_ 2.B (H-y)/_ +e
ksm--/- ) 2uB H/_ _e-2U f_ H/_ J'
x)F:,,(. y)/l 1
(9)
(lO)
where
Yw = h sin 2_.____xx
A typical blade-to-blade pressure distribution is neither sine- nor cosine-shaped, but we
can synthesize the actual pressure distributions with a Fourier series representation.
Since the above problem formulation is based on a linear governing equation, i.e.,
2 2
B2 b _ b2 + 2
bx by
- 0, (11)
then solutions for the individual harmonics of the Fourier series representation can be
summed to give the total solution for the actual pressure distribution.
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Consider the case where the blade-to-blade pressure distribution is a sine wave, as shown
in Figure 6. This is a reasonable approximation to an actual distribution for examining
qualitative trends. Equations (4, 8 - 10) indicate that, for Cp _sin (2 _x/_ ) at the groove
mouth,
b_ 2 _x
~ - sin---;b---x
b_ 2 vx
b Y cos _ ,
2_'x
q_ ~ COS --_-----,
2?TX
Yw _ - sin--_---
Thus the above variables have the qualitative variations with x as shown in Figure 6. Of
particular interest is the radial velocity component v = b ¢/b y, which indicates the amount
of radial inflow/outflow at the groove mouth. Since the blade tip is located at x/t = 1/2 in
Figure 6, the results show that, over the region surrounding the blade tip, the radial flow
is outward, i.e., into the groove. Thus the induced flow in the groove effectively applies
suction to the rotor tip. Note that the bounding streamline shape is a mirror image of the
pressure distribution, so that the groove flow cross-sectional area expands where the
pressure is high and velocity is low, and it contracts where the pressure is low and velocity
is high.
It is also of interest to examine the radial variation of flow properties from the groove
mouth (y/l = 0) to the groove bottom (y/_ = H/I ), and the effects of groove depth on the flow
properties at the groove mouth. From Equations (5, 6) or (9, 10), it can be seen that the
induced velocities vary exponentially with y/l , the distance into the groove. Typical vari-
ations of velocity amplitudes with radial distance y/_ are shown in Figure 7 for a sine-wave
groove mouth pressure distribution.
The induced flow velocities at the groove mouth for a sine-wave pressure distribution are
obtained from Equations (9, 10) by taking the limit as y_0:
and so
y=o
y=o
y=o
/. 2 y x\['cosh (2 y BH/_ )-]
_ vo.
_i (2. _H/_ J
l S -- ,
4 1rh
s 2 _x_fcosh (2 _ _H/Z )]
-- in--_--/[sinh (2 _ BH/_)J"
; (a)
(b)
(c)
(12)
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The bounding streamline half-amplitude at the groove mouth then becomes, for a sine-wave
pressure distribution,
where
h= 4_ o
y=o o
(13)
From Equations (12, 13) it is seen that the bounding streamline half-amplitude h and the
radial velocity at the groove mouth increase with increasing groove aspect ratio H/_ . In
the limit as H becomes infinitely large, the induced velocities approach a maximum given
by
y=o _ _ in -- = (u-V_) MAX;
y=o _ os -- VMAX '
h 4 _ -. hMAX"
o
Thus the ratio of velocity amplitude for a given value of H/_ to that for H approaching
infinity becomes
MAX y=o hMAX
= tanh 2_ BI-I (14)
l
Figure 8 shows the variation of v/vmax with H/_ and M¢_implied by Equation (14). It can be
observed that the radial velocity amplitude rapidly approaches its maximum value with in-
creasing groove depth for incompressible (M_ = 0)flow. For M_> 0, the rate of increase
of v/V_with H/_ is reduced as M_ increases. Thus, deeper grooves are required to achieve
maximum effect for the compressible case; Figure 8 also shows a representative cross-plot
giving the Mach number effect on the groove depth required for constant relative effective-
ness.
The preceding analysis was used to predict the circumferential groove flow for the NAS3-
15707 LSRC configuration. The blade-to-blade flow field, predicted by the General Electric
Compressible Fluxplot Computer Program, and presented in Figure 2, was used for the
circumferential pressure distributions to be imposed on the casing grooves. The circum-
ferential groove configuration to be tested consists of five grooves over the rotor tip,
located over the middle 60% of the chord length. The groove depth is 28.7% of the blade
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spacing. Thegrooveslocatedat 30%and 50%of chord lengthwereanalyzedbythe method
presentedherein. A Fourier analysisof the pressuredistribution (blade-to-blade)was
madeto determinethe various sineandcosineharmoniccomponents. Theinducedflow
velocities andstreamline shapesfor eachcomponentwerethencomputed. Thecomponents
were thensummedto obtainthetotal inducedflow field.
Resultsfor the grooveat 30%chordare presentedin Figure 9. Theseresults imply that an
approachingbladetreats theflow in the groovesomethinglike a snowplow: the highstatic
pressure in front of thebladecalls for a low relative velocity, whichin turn calls for a
large streamtubearea to passtheflow. Thusmuchof theflow is squeezedoutof the groove
like snowspilling aroundtheplow. Underthebladetip thepressure is dropping. Theflow(relativeframe still) accelerates,andoccupiesless stream tubearea. Flow is drawninto
the groovewith quite large radial velocity to satisfy continuitywith the changinglongitudinal
velocity. It is interestingto observethat this model impliesa very large fluctuation in the
absoluteframe longitudinalvelocity, from 10%to 80%of the bladespeedat the grooveface,
whichshouldbeeasyto measureexperimentally.
Resultsfor thegrooveat 50%chord are presentedin Figure 10. Thecalculationswere
carried out, notonly for the experimentalgroovedepth,but also for half this depthand
twice this depth. Thepressure loadingpredictedacross the bladeat this axial position is
less thanat 30%chord, andthe rangeof longitudinalvelocity predictedin the grooveis
correspondinglyless. Thegroovedepthmaybeseento havea significant, but quantitatively
small, effect onthepredictedvelocities. Figure 11 is a cross-plot of Figure 10at twoposi-
tions relative to theblade, showingthe influenceof groovedepth.
Theprecedinganalytical studysuggeststhat theblade-to-bladerotor tip pressurefield can
inducesignificant radial flows whencircumferential groovesare present. Thestudyhas
neglectedthe effectsof viscousdampingonthe grooveflows, whichcouldbeof considerable
importance. It hasalso beenassumedthat the grooveflow patternconsistsof a small per-
turbationfrom anaveragegrooveflow in the circumferential direction. Anadditionalre-
strictive assumptionwasmadethat thegrooveflow wastwo-dimensionalin the radial/cir-
cumferential plane. Theseassumptionsimply that the analysis is restricted to caseswhere
the grooveaxial width w is substantiallysmaller thanthe depthH, i.e., w/H << 1, andthat
theperturbationvelocities are muchsmaller thanthe meanvelocity in the groove:
Theseconditionsare quiteunrealistic unlessV_hassubstantialmagnitudein comparisonto
the bladespeedLit. (Seeequation4.) SinceUm= Ut-V_, this implies that thegroovemean
flow velocity Umin the absolutereferenceframe shouldbesubstantiallyless thanrotor
speedUt. It seemsreasonableto expectthat this is the casefor typical groovedcasing
treatment configurations,since rotor tip sectionsgenerallyoperatewithabsoluteswirl
levels muchless than rotor speed,andthe actionof viscosity will be to reducetheselevels
evenfurther.
It remainsto determinehowthe inducedgroovecavity flow wouldaffect the compressor
flowpath in terms of performanceandstall limit. It is certainly possiblethat a mutual in-
teraction canoccur, e°g., the inducedcavity flow canalter therotor tip regionflow and
blade-to-bladepressure field, which in turn can change the induced flow in the groove, etc.
It is beyond the scope of the present study to analyze these possible interactions, but the
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results suggestthat the inducedgrooveflow canapply effectivesuctionto the bladetip
boundarylayers, possiblydelayingseparationandstabilizing theflow in thetip region. It
canthenbespeculatedthat the magnitudeof the inducedflow velocities correspondsin some
monotonicfashionto the observedmagnitudein stall margin improvement. It is interesting
that the variation in stall margin improvementwith groovedepthpresentedin Figure 12
basedondatafrom Reference5, hasa similar trend to the variation of radial velocity with
groovedepthshownin Figure 11.
Basedontheanalysispresentedherein, it wasconcludedthat theblade-to-bladerotor tip
static pressuredistributions could inducesignificant radial inflow andoutflow in circum-
ferential groovecavities. Theflow over the rotor bladetip regionhasa radially outward(intothe groove)component,andthis suggeststhat the inducedgrooveflow producesef-
fective suctiononthe rotor tip bladesurfaces.
It wasfurther concludedthat the magnitudeof the inducedsuctionvelocitieswasdependent
ongroovedepth, varyingas thehyperbolic-tangentof the groovedepth/pitchratio. For
incompressibleflow, the inducedsuctionvelocity magnitudeincreaseswith groovedepth,
reaching90%of its asymptoticmaximumwhenthe groovedepthis about25%of the blade
pitch. Theeffect of compressibility in thegrooveflow is to reducethe rate at whichthe
inducedsuctionvelocity approachesits maximumvalue. It was thereforededucedthat
high-speedcompressorstageswouldbemoresensitiveto changesin groovedepth,and
wouldrequire deepergroovesto achievemaximumeffect, comparedto low-speedstages.
Becausethe inducedgrooveflow effectivelyproducedsuctionat thebladetip, it was tenta-
tively concludedthat circumferential groovescouldconceivablyimprovethe tip region
performancethroughreducingboundarylayer losses, in additionto delayingtheonsetof
rotating stall.
Irrotational model in the absolute frame for the flow in circumferential groove and blade
angle slot casing treatment cavities - Analysis methods from the theory of two-dimen-
sional incompressible, inviscid, irrotational flows have also been adapted to the prediction
of flow patterns with constant absolute frame total pressures, in two kinds of casing treat-
• ment cavities for casings over axial flow compressor rotor tips. Static pressure on the
cavity face serves as a boundary condition for the solutions; this static pressure is obtained
from a two-dimensional cascade analysis of a rotor tip section. An assumption is needed in
each case for a unique total pressure for the cavity flow. The total pressure for the cir-
cumferential groove flow is taken from the absolute flow component in the free stream
parallel to the groove. The solution predicts that a substantial amount of this flow actually
enters the groove. The total pressure for the blade angle slot flow is taken from the abso-
lute flow across the slot face, with allowance for loss as this flow negotiates a 90 ° deflection
entering the cavity. Quite large velocities entering and leaving the cavities are predicted,
which could exercise a modifying influence on blade surface boundary layers and on tip clear-
ance region flow.
A possible model for the flow in a circumferential groove cavity is a two-dimensional in-
compressible potential flow, with a static pressure impressed on the cavity face by the flow
field of the rotor tip and a total pressure appropriate for driving the flow by momentum in-
terchange with the mean absolute tangential velocity of the external flow. A similar flow
pattern also seems applicable to the blade angle slot configuration; the flow would enter the
slot at the downstream end with the static pressure there, and some small recovery of the
velocity head across the slot.
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Severaldistinctive featuresof the circumferential grooveflow patterncanbe identifiedbe-
fore anydetailedanalysis is carried out:
. The static pressure boundary condition on the cavity face has just one maximum,
reached close to the pressure surface of the rotor blading passing outside of the groove.
The lowest velocity in the groove, for the flow at uniform total pressure, must be found
at the static pressure maximum.
. The locale of the static pressure maximum moves along the groove more rapidly than
the flow velocity. Ahead of the advancing pressure maximum the flow will be moving
faster than at the maximum. To satisfy continuity makeup flow must be drawn into the
groove in this region. Behind the pressure maximum flow must leave the groove.
o Flow along the bottom of the groove must be uniformly in the direction of rotor rotation.
For reversal there would have to be a stagnation point, and a static pressure higher than
at the groove face. But actually pressures on the groove bottom must represent an
average of the face pressure over some distance, and therefore must be lower than the
maximum face pressure.
Two-dimensional incompressible flows with constant total pressure can be described by
complex velocity potentials, combining a potential function ¢ which expresses the constancy
of total pressure, and a stream function _b which satisfies continuity. (Note that this poten-
tial function should not be confused with the potential function used in the previous section. )
Given two Euler equations and a Continuity equation in velocity components u and v and
static pressure p,
u
b u 1 b p (15a)bU _ V + - O,
bx _ D bx
bv bv 1 bp _ o (15b)
u _-y + v _-_-+ o _y
__ bv (16)bu + - 0
bx by '
and if
bu _ bv (17)
by bx '
as is implied by the potential function definition
_¢ (18a)
U - bX'
b ¢ (18b)V -
by'
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equations(15a)and (15b)will reduceto
2 2
u + v P - (19)2 + - - cP
Similarly equation (16) is automatically satisfied if
b_
u - (20a)
by ,
b_
v - bx (20b)
Equations (18a) and (20a), constitute one Cauchy-Riemann Equation, and (18b) and (20b) a
second Cauchy-Riemann Equation for the existence of the complex velocity potential
w = ¢+i_
= f (x+iy) .
(21)
Substituting equations (18) into (16) and (20) into (17), it is apparent that ¢ and @ both satisfy
Laplace's Equation
b2¢ b2¢
+ - 0
b x 2 b y2
; (22)
b2_ b2_
÷
b x 2 b y2
- 0 (23)
Any standard method for solving Laplace's Equation with appropriate boundary conditions
may be useful.
From complex function theory we learn that if any function, W for example, is analytic in z,
{dW _, also is. The real
its derivative dzdW also is, and the logarithm of that derivative, in \d--_-/
and imaginary parts of those functions also satisfy Laplace's Equation, and may be devel-
oped to satisfy boundary conditions by standard methods.
In terms of velocity components
In dW in [be _@ be b@dz - _--_--+ i-_-_-} (orln [ + i I etc.)
=ln fu iv1
1/2 in lu 2 2 v+ v I - tan-1 -- (24)
U
Thus a logarithmic function of the velocity magnitude should satisfy Laplace's Equation.
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For thepurposeof the circumferential grooveflow
pattern, thegroovemaybe representedas a rec-
tangle, as in the sketch, with heightequalto the
period from onebladeto thenext. Thenthebound-
ary conditionsare:
(a)the logarithmic velocity functionspecified
arbitrarily on theleft handside of the rectangle;
(b) thegroovebottomdefinesa constantflow
direction--the gradientof flow angleis perpen-
dicular to thegroovebottom, sothe gradientof
velocity functionmust lie alongthe groovebottom,
givinga vanishingderivativeperpendicularto the
groovebottom.
(c)the velocity functionshouldbeperiodic, with
identical valuesat correspondingpoints ontopand
bottomof the rectangle.
(Specif led
Velocity)
, k=0
,,
I
' Periodic
I
,"°hi*i°i"-4
The General Electric FLUXPLOT computer program (Reference 11) provides for solving
Laplace's Equation with these boundary conditions, and therefore is a means for obtaining '
the velocity function. Complete evaluation of the complex velocity potential from the veloc-
ity function, or at least mapping the streamlines, requires construction of the conjugate to
the logarithmic velocity function, and then exponentiation and integration. A simple auxil-
tary program to carry out these operations has been written. It takes advantage of the bull[-
in calculation of derivatives of the first function satisfying Laplace's Equation. Cauchy-
Riemann Equations identify these as derivatives of the conjugate function, the flow angle
function, which may then be integrated away from the rectangle edge where the flow angle is
known. Then the velocity components are obtained and integrated to form the stream func-
tion as in Equation (20).
The analysis has been used to predict the flow pattern in a circumferential groove along the
line x = 0.5 in Figure 2. Three cases have been considered. The first, with results shown
s
as Figure 13, supposes the total pressure in the groove to be based on the circumferential
average static pressure, with a velocity head taken from the circumferential average of the
absolute velocity component along the groove. The figure shows contours of constant resul-
tant velocity and contours of constant flow inclination from the groove bottom. The figure
also shows streamlines, identifying the maximum and minimum stream functions. The
difference between maximum and minimum is 0. 157, indicating that 15% of the average
groove flow is drawn in fresh from the free stream in each blade passage. Thus a substan-
tial macroscopic momentum transfer between free stream and groove may occur, which will
undoubtedly be supplemented by turbulent momentum transfer across streamlines.
Two additional cases, presented as Figures 14 and 15, consider that the total pressure in
the groove is based on 80% recovery of the velocity head of the absolute tangential velocity,
and 60% recovery of that velocity head. The macroscopic momentum transfer is 25% of the
average groove flow for Figure 14 and 44% for Figure 15. Thus, the analysis encourages
the idea that the groove flow level may be maintained at a level close to the absolute free
stream velocity, even in the face of laminar or turbulent shear forces from the groove walls.
2O
In fact, thetotal pressureof Figure 13 is not evenanupperboundto the possibility: there
maybesomerecovery of theaxial componentof momentumfor theflow enteringthe groove.
These sample calculations were made for a groove geometry similar to that planned for tim
NAS3-15707 experimental program. The groove depth is 21.4% of the blade spacing. The
implication of a shallower groove depth would be a relatively greater penetration of the free
stream pressure variation to the bottom of the groove. Following inviscid reasoning, there
is no obvious reason why the larger variation between maximum and minimum pressure on
the groove bottom should be harmful. Ifthe effect, however, is one of maintaining a
smooth flow pattern when the total pressure near the bottom is degraded by wall shear, the
smoothing effect of groove depth may be important in determining the favorable influence of
the cavity.
Ifthe flow pattern in the circumferential groove, as predicted by the uniform total pressure
inviscid model, is relevant to the real fluid behavior of this configuration, the critical
geometrical parameters should be those defined in the model. Clearly there is just one
such parameter, the ratio of groove depth to blade spacing. The ratio of groove width to
groove depth does not enter the picture.
Table I takes a look at the ratio of groove depth to blade spacing for some of the examples
reported in the literature.
The successful treatment examples have generally had groove depths greater than 14% of
the blade spacing. In only one case has a groove depth less than 7% of the blade spacing
shown significant stall margin improvement.
As suggested earlier, the basic method of analysis has also been adapted to predicting the
flow in a blade angle slot. Referring again to Figure 2, the static pressure over the pres-
sure surface region is nearly constant. When a particular slot is exposed to this pressure
distribution, there is little or no driving force to support a longitudinal flow in the slot. As
soon as the blade tip passes over the slot, leaving it exposed to the suction surface region,
there is a quite large pressure difference between the ends of the slot. The absolute flow
direction is nearly perpendicular to the blade angle slot. Some flow may, however, be pre-
sumed to enter the slot at the downstream end, at the static pressure there and with some
small recovery of the velocity head across the groove.
Figure 16 has been prepared for a blade angle slot, with a baffle in its middle, so that the
actual cavity extends from x = 9.5 to x = 0.8 (Figure 8). Twenty-five percent recovery of
s
the velocity head across the downstream end of the slot has been assumed, defining the
groove total pressure. The reference velocity for the calculations is the upstream relative
velocity to the cascade, which happens in this case to be the absolute velocity across the
slot at its downstream end also.
The analysis for the blade angle slot is complicated somewhat, relative to the circumfer-
ential groove, by the presence of stagnation points at the inside corners of the cavity and
90 ° changes of the flow inclination from the slot bottom. These stagnation points are
singularities of the logarithmic complex velocity. The singularities have been incorporated
into the analysis by choosing small radius circular boundaries near the corners, and adjust-
ing the velocity level on this boundary until the numerical analysis gives a velocity doubling
for a circle at double the boundary radius, as is required by the analytical representation of
a stagnation point pattern.
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The results of Figure 16 predict a mean longitudinal velocity along the slot equal to some
30% of the relative velocity upstream of the rotor tip cascade, and a mean radial velocity
into 25% of the slot length at the downstream end equal to 35% of the relative velocity up-
stream (this, is, of course, defined by the assumed recovery). This level of velocity into
the slot, if it represents suction of a blade surface boundary layer about to separate, could
have substantial stabilizing influence on that boundary layer. The slot flow level would be
expected to drop off rapidly as the blade moves away, damped by wall shear as well as the
reduced driving force. Consequently, the slot could act as a wall suction device over the
small fraction of a blade pitch when it is needed, without maintaining objectionable leakage
effects over the remainder of the period.
Figure 17 has been prepared for the same geometry as Figure 16, while assuming that only
5% of the absolute velocity head across the downstream end of the slot is recovered. This
recovery assumption is believed to be quite pessimistic. The mean radial velocity into the
downstream end of the slot is still almost 25% of the cascade upstream relative velocity,
and the mean velocity along the slot is still about 20% of the upstream velocity.
It should be observed that the description of the flow in the upstream half (with respect to
the freestream) of the slot would be equally rational for a total pressure corresponding to
zero recovery. The static pressure difference along the slot is large enough to provide for
substantial velocity at the upstream end, whatever the recovery. If one supposes that the
actual effect of the loss associated with flow taking one 90 ° deflection from the freestream
into the slot, and a second 90 ° deflection from the depthwise direction to the longitudinal
direction in the slot, actually takes place over 25% or so of the slot length, then the effective
recovery may actually be negative without destroying the realism of this flow model.
This analysis may be summarized in the following conclusions:
This inviscid flow model predicts flows in circumferential grooves which are closely
connected with the absolute flow outside of the groove. Substantial amounts of the free-
stream flow entering and leaving the groove in each blade passage supply the driving
force for the groove flow.
. This inviscid flow model predicts rather large flow into a blade angle slot at the down-
stream end and out at the upstream end, when the slot is exposed to the suction surface
pressure distribution. The driving force is largely removed when the slot is exposed
to the pressure surface pressure distribution.
3. The flow patterns of these predictions provide guidance in designing experiments to
measure casing treatment influences in axial flow compressors.
Viscous flow in circumferential grooves Experiments with circumferential grooves have
shown that the stage response may be quite sensitive to the groove geometry. In particular,
configurations with groove depths three or more times the width are substantially more
effective than those with depths equal to the width. In the previous section it was pointed
out that inviscid models suggest that the ratio of groove depth to blade spacing should be the
significant parameter, and that the ratio of groove depth to groove width is irrelevant. If,
however, an extended model is developed to include wall shear forces there is a possibility
that wall shear forces may alter the flow patterns near the groove face enough to explain
groove depth influences.
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Consideringfurther the impactof wall shearforces, thesemayresult from strictly turbu-
lent flow in andaroundthe grooves. If, however, theflow is fully turbulent in thegroove,
the velocity profiles wouldbeconcentratedwithin a distancecorrespondingto 25%of the
groovewidth (0.9 Vmax for a 1/7 powerprofile) from the walls. Onthis basisthe presence
of thegroovebottomwouldcertainly befelt for that distancefrom thebottom, andto a
lesser degreeout to one-halfthegroovewidth, but shouldnotbenoticeableat the groove
facefor anydepthgreater thanthe width.
Wall shearforces couldalso be felt throughlaminar flow in the groove. This section
presentssomeanalysisanddiscussionof implicationsonthehypothesisof sucha laminar
flow.
Theclassical theoryof Poiseuille investigatesthe
Navier-StokesEquationsfor fluid motionincluding
viscosity, witha restrictive assumptionof
parallel flow. All velocity componentsperpen-
dicular to a referencedirection (thex direction
in thefirst sketch)are disregarded. Thevelocity
componentu in the referencedirection mayvary
overa cross-sectionperpendicularto theflow
direction, but maynotvary in theflow direction.
With theserestrictions the Navier-Stokes
Equationsreduceto:
bp, _ (b2___U._U b2u_
b x \by2 + -_;-2_ (25)
Land Face
Groove Face Plane
f
Groove Bottom
The Poiseuille theory may be applied to the circumferential groove problem if it is assumed
that the flow in the groove is driven by the mean absolute tangential velocity outside of the
groove, at the nominal blade tip clearance above the groove face. For this first approxima-
tion estimate, it is convenient to suppose that pressure gradients from the field of the mov-
ing rotor, which may actually be large, average out to zero and contribute only second order
effects to the wall shear forces. Then the pressure gradient terms in equation (25) may be
neglected and the problem requires solution of Laplace's Equation, subject to the boundary
conditions (second sketch):
1. Zero velocity on the groove walls and
the land face,
. Freestream velocity at the clearance
distance from the groove and land
face.
_U
i _n
LAND • -.
.oJ.....u = 1
3. Zero velocity gradient normai to ul ,'_ I Uul = osymmetry planes on the groove GROOVE
and land centerlines. _k
buAn additional refinement in this analysis
considers that the effective viscosity
outside the groove face may be much
higher than that inside the groove. This
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wouldbe thesituation if the flow inside the grooveis truly laminar, whilea turbulent tran-
sition outsidethegrooveto thefreestream is approximatedby aneddyviscosity. Thesitu-
ation may be simulated by postulating an interface between regions with different viscosities
at which the shear forces are balanced by requiring velocity gradients in inverse proportion
to the viscosities.
Solutions to this problem have been obtained for a groove depth equal to three times the
groove width. This is the geometry chosen for the experimental program. Results are
presented in Figures 18a - 18c for external viscosities equal to the groove viscosity, four
times and twenty times the groove viscosity, respectively. The reference dimension, D, is
the depth of the grooves in the experimental configuration. Although the different viscosi-
ties significantly alter the velocity contour lines, it should be observed that the penetration
of the flow into the groove is not greatly influenced by the assumption on freestream viscos-
ity (or shear force due to momentum transfer). This can be seen by noting the position of
the u/u 1 = 0.1 velocity contour in Figures 18a - 18c at the groove centerline, Z/D = 0. This
occurs at a value of y/D = 0.22 for the freestream eddy viscosity equal to the groove viscos-
ity, at y/D = 0.26 for four times the groove viscosity, and y/D -- 0.27 for twenty times the
groove viscosity. Solutions have also been obtained for a groove depth equal to the width,
with freestream viscosity equal to and four times the groove viscosity. The results are
presented as Figures 19a - 19b. By comparing the velocity contour lines in Figure 18a with
those in Figure 19a and the contour in Figure 18b with those in Figure 19b one can draw two
major conclusions. First, all of the significant velocities would be confined to the 30% of
the groove width nearest the face. Secondly, varying the groove depth to width ratio from 3
to 1 has a minimal displacement effect on the location of the velocity contour lines. Thus
the flow pattern characteristics are not suitable for explaining the observed effect of depth
on stall margin and efficiency.
Based on results observed during the experimental program, it seemed appropriate to in-
vestigate a Poiseuille-type solution in which variable eddy viscosities are hypothesized
along the cavity walls. Figure 20 presents the result. The variable eddy viscosity along
the side walls of the groove has been simulated by specifying that the velocity shear gradient
at 6% of the cavity width from the wall should be 1/4 of the shear gradient at 3% of the cavity
width (i. e., the shear stresses are equal for a four to one viscosity ratio), and the shear
gradient at 9% of the cavity width is 1/4 of that at 6% width. Similarly the shear gradient at
3.75% of the cavity depth from the bottom is specified to be 1/4 of that at 1.25%of the cavity
depth, and the shear gradient at 6.25% depth is 1/4 of that at 3.75% depth. The results
show that this simulation does indeed set up a turbulent-type profile transverse to the cavity.
Depthwise in the cavity this model allows substantial velocity magnitudes to penetrate farther
into the cavity than any of the more strictly laminar models. The 10% velocity contour still
only penetrates to half the cavity depth (1.5 cavity widths), where the experiments showed
roughly 50%velocitypenetrating to 90% of the cavity depth. The model results could be
slanted in the direction of the experimental results by exaggerating the magnitude of the
viscosity gradient at the bottom of the cavity, and the depth extent over which this gradient
is applied.
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Onefunctionof the analysesdiscussedin this sectionis to suggestparticular features to be
investigatedduring anexperimentalprogram. Thecavities in the experimentalhardware
for the NAS3-15707programare large enoughto permit somedetail in the investigationof
the viscous-flow-typephenomenawhichare the subjectof this discussion. Althoughthe
presentanalysesare confinedto flows with lengthwiseuniformity alongthe groove, the
experimentalprogram mayidentify viscousflow influenceswith lengthwisevariation. There
may, for example,beviscousflow patternstied to the blade-to-bladepressurefield, which
appearperiodically time-varying to a stationary observer.
a. Lengthwise Uniformity - The critical measurement in this area is the time average
velocity profile in the groove. Profile variations are possible across the groove width
and through the groove depth. The simplest measurements will be time averaged
static pressures on the groove walls and groove bottom, and a depthwise total pressure
traverse on the groove centerline, assuming average flow in the direction of rotation.
If the groove flow is turbulent this traverse will show little or no variation over the
distance range beyond 25% of the groove width from the bottom. If the groove flow is
laminar, all significant velocities should be confined to the 30% of the groove width
nearest the face. Somewhere between the laminar and turbulent situations, a velocity
profile which is linear with depth into the groove would be more appropriate as a basis
for an influence of depth on the stage performance. Hot film anemomenter traverses,
depthwise, should also indicate what velocity profiles may contribute to the perfor-
mance.
b. Time Variations - It is expected that the flow in the bottom of the groove is subject to
a static pressure field varying with time at blade passing frequency. If the effective
total pressure of this flow is degraded, due to wall shear forces, it could approach the
level of maximum static pressure. An observer observing just after passage of a
pressure peak should see the local pressure forces trying to accelerate the flow in the
reverse direction. If this is contrary to the average flow in the groove, disturbed flow
conditions at the interface between directions should be present. A depthwise traverse
of time-varying velocities, by hot-film anemometers, should indicate whether a tran-
sition from a flow predominantly in one direction to an oscillating flow may be signi-
ficant to the configuration behavior.
Roller bearing flow in the mouth of an axial-skewed slot : One flow pattern suggested for
an axial-skewed slot cavity to provide a surface reaction different from a solid wall is the
"roller bearing" flow. In this pattern the freestream flow is visualized as driving obliquely
across the cavity mouth. There is momentum exchange across the cavity mouth between
the freestream flow and the cavity flow. If the wall surface friction drag of the cavity
opposes longitudinal circulation more effectively then the tranverse circulation, the remain-
ing flow pattern will be one in which the velocity components are primarily in a transverse
cross section plane of the cavity. This is the roller bearing flow model, a model in which
the roller axis lies along the cavity mouth. The flow moves along with the freestream flow
in the cavity-freestream interface, into the cavity along the down-rotation wall and across
the cavity and outward along the up-rotation wall:
One feature of the General Electric Compressible Fluxplot Computer program which makes
it useful for modelling the roller bearing flow is that it can calculate some flows with a
gradient of total pressure perpendicular to streamlines. If the roller bearing flow concept
is relevant, the flow is expected to have a solid body rotation core and there will be a
gradient of total pressure, with low total and static pressure on the core axis.
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Theapplicationof the Fluxplot computationto theaxial-skewedslot takesa cross-section
of thecavity. A small diametercoreboundaryis simulated. Thecenter is locatedarbi-
trarily oppositethe lip of thedown-rotationwall. Althoughnoprecise criteria havebeen
formulatedfor choosingthis core location, it is believedthat the entrainmenteffect of the
freestreamdriver calls for a concentrationof circulation in this region, or perhapsfarther
out towardtheopenface.
Figure 21presentsthe results of a streamlinecalculationfor this flow model. This is a
flow whichsatisfies continuityby havinga nearly symmetrical distribution of inward
velocities onthe down-rotationside of the cavityandoutwardvelocitiesonthe up-rotation
side of thecavity. Towardthe cavitybottomfrom the core, themeanvelocity near either
wall decreasesas someof the flow hasmadethe transition from the inwardflow side to the
outwardflow side. At x = -0.65 the velocity has dropped to half its level on the wall opposite
the core. At x = -1.50 the maximum velocity is less 10% of the wall velocity at x = 0. Cor-
respondingly, the static pressure in the bottom half of the cavity is high, representing re-
covery of the kinetic energy of the velocity of the flow entering the cavity. Similarly, the
flow entrained along the open face is drawn away from the outward flow wall so that the
velocity is made to decelerate away from the cavity mouth. At 25% of the distance from the
core to the end of the outward flow wall the velocity has dropped to half. With a real fluid
having some viscosity a separation point may be expected, perhaps at about the center of
this open surface.
A particular impression given by Figure 21, as a model of a PoSsible flow pattern, is that
the flow characteristics would be substantially the same if the cavity depth were no greater
than the width.
The analysis of this flow model has been restricted to flow with constant total pressure on
streamlines. A truly realistic model should include quantitative evaluation of the momentum
interchanges, between free stream and cavity flow, and through shear between cavity and
wall. Inclusion of this quantitative evaluation in the model was not justified, since there
was no experimental evidence that this type of flow pattern actually occurred.
Specific Experimental Objectives
The advance consideration of the possible mechanisms behind the beneficial influence of
casing treatments also emphasized the abstract nature of the concepts. It seemed impor-
tant to reduce the concepts to specific questions on which concrete answers could reasonably
be expected from an experimental program. Six main questions were identified to guide the
program:
1. Does the influence of the casing treatment alter the blade loading, as measured by
either a blade surface pressure distribution or a momentum balance measurement
across the blade row?
2.
.
Can an incipient separation be identified in the blade tip region which is suppressed
or delayed in the presence of one or more of the casing treatments ?
Can radial velocity components (velocity components into and out of the treatment
cavities) be identified which are large enough to account for a qualitative difference
in the blade tip flow pattern?
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6.
Can velocity components exist along a cavity with magnitudes comparable to
velocity components in the free stream? If so, are they beneficial or would it be
desirable to suppress them through the use of suitable baffling?
Can significant pressure gradients transverse to a cavity be identified?
Can any significant departure of individual passage work inputs and resulting pres-
sure rises from the average be identified? If so, do they change in the presence
of casing treatment ?
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EXPERIMENTAL RESOURCES
Low Speed Research Compressor Facility
The General Electric Low Speed Research Compressor (LSRC) is designed to provide
quantitative and qualitative aerodynamic data on axial flow compressor stages. It is
ideally suited for the exploration of phenomena in which viscous effects, characterized by
Reynolds number, play a predominant role but where compressibility effects, characterized
by Mach number or density ratio, are relatively unimportant. Since many compressor
flow problems are in this category (secondary flows, wall boundary layer breakdowns,
leakage effects, etc.), this facility has been used extensively during its 13 years of
existence.
Even though the blade tip speed employed is low (60 meters per second maximum), the
large tip diameter (152.5 cm) allows testing with blade chord Reynolds numbers of about
400,000. This is sufficiently high to be above any critical value known for compressor
stages and, in fact, is higher than many smaller engines encounter during altitude opera-
tion. The large diameter also makes possible the study of small scale phenomena, such
as secondary flows, without the need for extreme miniaturization of instrumentation.
A cross sectional drawing of the LSRC is shown in Figure 22. Significant axial positions
are indicated by plane locations. Plane 0.0 marks the flow measuring plane of the cali-
brated bellmouth, plane 0.5 marks the inlet to the IGV's, plane 1.0 marks the inlet to the
rotor, plane 1.5 marks the rotor discharge and the stator inlet, plane 2.0 marks the dis-
charge plane of the stator. The discharge of the LSRC is covered with a large movable
plate for throttling the flow. The throttle annulus area varies linearly from wide open as
the throttle position numbers vary from 0 to 422. A photograph of the final buildup is shown
in Figure 23.
The rig is driven from the floor below by a 300 kilowatt (400 HP) stream turbine. Input
power is obtained from a strain-gage-type torque meter and an electronic pulse counter
speed indicator that reads to the nearest 1/10th rpm. Flow is measured at the bellmouth,
which has been calibrated in place over a range of speeds from detailed total pressure and
static pressure surveys. This calibration includes a mushroom-shaped high solidity inlet
screen enclosure and flow straightener assembly (at top of Figure 13) used for performance
tests. The screen surface area is 16 times the rotor tip circle area and has a porosity of
25 percent.
Fluid density is deduced from measurements of barometric pressure, ambient temperature,
and air moisture content. A first order approximation of the small compressibility effects
encountered at the low speeds used is included in performance computations when precise
efficiencies are being sought.
In order to keep operation simple and inexpensive, pressures are read on vertical or in-
clined water manometers. Since it may take an hour or more with the usual two-man test
crew to record all desired pressures for one throttle setting, variations in ambient density
due to barometer and room temperature variations may be significant. Possible errors
are avoided by making frequent slight adjustments to the speed so as to keep a reference
gage pressure in the discharge constant. This approach is justified by the similarity laws
for low Mach number flow, which say that all gage pressures in the vehicle should remain
in the same ratio, independent of speed, except for negligible effects due to the slight
Reynolds number variations that result from this procedure. In order to compute accurate
efficiency, the torque, speed, and ambient conditions are all read simultaneously two or
more times during the pressure data logging process and the results are averaged.
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Test Compressor
The test compressor selected for the Casing Treatment program was a 0.7 radius ratio
single stage compressor which had previously been tested as a four stage assembly, with
results reported in Reference 10. The four stage assembly had been tested extensively,
including various perturbations on stagger and solidity. Tuft explorations and performance
measurements had shown that the design was subject to stalling of the rotor tip. It was,
therefore, expected to be a good showcase for stabilizing influence of casing treatments on
the rotor tip flow.
The stage consists of inlet guide vanes, rotor, and stator. These assemblies are shown in
Figure 24. An instrumented rotor blade is shown in Figure 25. Blade design geometry for
the blading is given in Table II.
Instrumentation Common to All Configurations
The following instrumentation was used for all configurations:
a) Overall
Wet and dry bulb ambient temperature
Barometer
b)
c)
d)
Electronic (digital readout) tachometer
Strain gage torquemeter
Flow measurement plane (plane 0.0 - see Figure 22)
Eleven hub static pressures - equally spaced - with provision for manifolding
Eleven casing static pressures - equally spaced - with provision for manifolding
One 12 element total pressure rake - with provision for manifolding
IGV inlet measurement plane (plane 0.5 - see Figure 22) as in (b) above
Flow angle (visual alignment of knitting yarn tuft) and stream static pressure
traverse probes
Rotor inlet measurement plane (plane 1.0 - see Figure 22)
Eleven rotor hub static pressures - equally spaced
Eleven rotor casing static pressures - equally spaced
One 12 element total pressure rake (7%, 13%, 20%, 27%, 33%, 43%, 53%, 63%,
73%, 80%, 87%, 93% span from hub)
One flow angle (visual alignment of knitting yarn tuft) and stream static pressure
traverse probes
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e) Rotorexit measurementplane (plane1.5 - seeFigure 22)as in d) above
f) Stator exit measurementplane (plane2.0 - seeFigure 22)as in d) above
g) Rotorbladesurfacestatic pressures
Tworotor bladeswerefitted with bladesurfacestatic pressuretaps. Thesuction
surfacetap installation is shownon Figure 25. Pressurelines (onefor eachgroup
of three tapsat the samechordwiseposition)are carried throughtheblademount-
ing trunnion, inwardalongthe rotor disk to theshaft, andthento a rotating stepping
switch, whichallows the pressuresto be readby a single Cetra transducer. Nor-
mally two of thethree rows of pressuretapsare sealedwith pressuresensitive
tapeto allow thepressuresonthe third row to be read individually. Pressuretaps
werelocatedat 14chordwisepositionsonthe suctionsurface (5, 15, 25, 35, 45,
55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95%chord)andat 8 chordwisepositionsonthe
pressure surface (5, 15, 25, 40, 55,70, 80,95%chord). Rowsof tapswere located
at 2.8%, 8.3%, and16.7%of the spanfrom thecasing.
Manifoldingof thehubstatic pressures, the casingstatic pressures, andthetotal pressure
rakeprovedto besatisfactoryat the flow measurementandIGVinlet measurementplanes.
Casing Treatment Configurations and Special Instrumentation
Transparent removable casing windows are used over the rotor for the various casing
treatment configurations. Testing with plain casing windows provided a baseline for com-
parison. The four casing treatment configurations consist of circumferential grooves,
axial-skewed slots, wide blade angle slots (slot width approximately 1.7 times blade max-
imum thickness), and narrow blade angle slots (slot width approximately 0.80 times blade
maximum thickness). All four configurations were centered over the rotor tip and covered
approximately 70% of the axial projection of the rotor tip section. Photographs of the
various treatment configurations, including some of the special instrumentation, are shown
in Figures 26 - 33.
. Baseline Casing - The window for the baseline configuration is shown in Figure 26.
This window covers the rotor inlet and rotor exit measurement planes. Eleven
(11) static pressure taps, equally spaced circumferentially, were installed at each
of these measurement planes. Nineteen (19) additional pressure taps were located
over the rotor tip at locations to allow convenient comparison with taps on the
circumferential grooves. Three (3) installation holes were provided for transient
static pressure sensors (B & K microphone) at locations corresponding to the first,
third, and fifth grooves of the circumferential groove configuration.
2, Circumferential Groove Configurations - The basic circumferential groove config-
uration is shown on Figure 27. The treatment covers the central 73% of the rotor
tip axial projection, located in the center. Cavity widths are 0.89 cm; land widths
are 0.38 cm, giving 75% open area for the actual axial extent of the treatment.
The cavity depth is three times the width, 28.7% of the rotor tip blade spacing.
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oIn addition to circumferentially spaced static pressure taps at the rotor inlet and
exit measurement planes, static pressure taPS were located on the centerlines of
all cavity bottoms, on the surfaces of all lands, on both side walls of lands near
the cavity face, and on the casing surface upstream and downstream of the treat-
ment region.
Traversible total pressure probes were provided at 30% of the cavity width from
each wall of each cavity.
Installation holes were provided for B & K transient static pressure sensors in
grooves 2 and 4, on the centerline of the bottom of the groove and on both walls
near the face.
Hot film anemometers (HFA) were installed in grooves 1, 3 and 5. Two "diagonal
X" array HFA's were used in groove 3, located at 30% of the cavity width from
each wall. A typical "diagonal X" HFA installation is shown on Figure 28. The
"diagonal X" HFA is suited to the measurement of a velocity vector with a domi-
nant circumferential component and with perturbation components into and out of
the cavity. Single-parallel-element HFA's were used on the centerlines of
grooves 1 and 5, to measure the dominant circumferential velocity component.
A variant on the basic circumferential groove configuration was produced by filling
two grooves (Figure 29). The windows were reversible, so this configuration was
tested with the open grooves on the forward side and on the aft side.
Another variant was produced by inserting mylar sheet baffles between each of the
twelve window segments.
There was some speculation during the design activity about the value of circum-
ferential groove configurations with tapered lands so that large open area could be
maintained on the cavity faces, with enhanced mechanical integrity. A configura-
tion with a slanted land, so that the momentum of flow out of the cavity would be in
the free stream flow direction, was also considered. These variants were, how-
ever, considered to be beyond the scope of the program before the effectiveness of
treatment at low Mach number was demonstrated.
Axial-Skewed Slot Treatment Configuration - The axial-skewed slot treatment con-
figuration is shown on Figure 30. The cavity extent is 73% of the axial projection
of the rotor tip. Cavity width is 0.89 cm. Land thickness is 0.38 cm. The cavity
is skewed in the direction of rotation at 60 ° from the radial direction. The cavity
depth is three times the width, measured along the short wall from the tip, the
down-rotation wall as seen by the rotor. On this basis the long or up-rotation wall
is five times the cavity width. The open area is 70% of the total surface area with-
in the treatment extent.
The basic axial-skewed slot configuration includes a thin mylar sheet baffle divid-
ing the cavity into two identical, forward and aft, cavities. The configuration was
also tested with the baffles removed.
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Staticpressures, in additionto rotor inlet andexit measurementplanes,were
installedat five locationsona cavity cross-sectionandat four axial positions.
Crosssectionlocations includedthe cavity bottom, nearthefree streamsurface
onshort andlongwalls, andin the centersof the short andlongwalls. Theloca-
tion in the centerof the longwall is almostoppositethe lip of the short wall; these
two locationstogethermeasurea cavity mouthpressure. Axial locationsare at
85%of the cavity widthfrom eachendof eachcavity. Additionalstatic tapsare
locatedat thecenter of the cavity bottoms. Staticpressureswerealso measured
ontheannulussurfacebeforeandafter the treatment, oppositethe cavity and
oppositethe land.
.
Installation holes for B & K transient static pressure sensors were located at the
same axial locations as the steady-state static pressure taps, and in the center of
the long wall and on the bottom: 8 locations altogether.
"Perpendicular X" array hot film anemomenters were installed to measure steady
state and transient velocities near the cavity mouth and near the cavity bottom.
These instruments are suited to evaluating flow patterns that are primarily in the
plane of the cavity including components lengthwise and in and out. Figure 31
shows a typical installation.
Blade Angle Slot Treatment Configurations - The two blade angle slot configura-
tions, the wide slots shown on Figure 32 and the narrow slots shown on Figure 33,
are similar in principle. The slot angles are 53.5 ° from the axial direction, where
the rotor blade tip stagger is 43.4 °. This provided a flexibility so that the influence
of the treatment could be correlated with a lengthwise velocity component in the
cavity. If the lengthwise component turned out to be negligible, the actual angle
was unlikely to be critical. If significant lengthwise velocities were measured, the
rotor stagger could be altered to align with the sl0t and the test repeated.
The slot widths were chosen to augment previous information (References 2 and 4)
concerning what dimensions relative to the blade tip thickness are effective. Pre-
vious experience had been primarily with slot widths nearly the same as the tip
thickness. For this program two thicknesses were selected: the narrow slots are
80% of the maximum tip thickness; the wide slots are 1.7 times the maximum tip
thickness. The wide slots provide clearance space communication in case clear-
ance space velocities are an important part of the treatment influence. The narrow
slots insure that there will not be clearance space communication.
Slot depths are three times the wide slot width. All slots are partitioned at the
center.
The wide blade angle slots have static pressures installed on the annulus surface
before and after the treatment region, opposite the cavity and opposite the land.
There are also pressures measured on the land surface, at mid-depth on both
cavity walls and on the cavity bottom, spaced axially at 80% of the cavity width
from each end of each individual cavity. Finally, static pressures are located at
the centers of the individual cavity bottoms.
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Installationholesfor B & K transient static pressuresensorsare providedon the
landsurfaceandthecavity bottom, at theforward endof theforward cavity and
theaft endof theaft cavity. Theseare axial positionsat whichsimilar measure-
mentswere madeon thebaselinecasing.
Staticpressuretaps in the narrowbladeangleslot windowsare at the sameloca-
tionsas on thewideslot windows,omitting tapsat mid-depth, andat the centers
of the individualcavity bottoms.
Provision wasmadefor measuringtotal pressurewith traversible probesat the
centerof the narrowbladeangleslot cavities.
Test Procedures
The test program was carried out in two phases, with procedures in each phase adapted to
profit by experience.
The Quick-Look series of tests was designed to obtain a rapid overview of the influence of
casing treatment schemes on efficiency and stall margin. Approximate performance, with
accuracy appropriate for comparison between configurations, was obtained from static and
total pressure at the flow measuring plane, casing static pressures at rotor inlet and stator
exit measurement planes, and torque input. Knitting yarn tufts were installed in represen-
tative cavities of all configurations. Observations of the tufts were designed to identify flow
patterns which could be measured quantitatively in the Performance Test phase of the pro-
gram. The observation technique included stroboscopic illumination synchronized with the
passage of rotor blades. This technique promised to reveal flow patterns driven by the
blade-to-blade pressure field, provided the tufts had sufficient response to follow blade
passing frequency.
Normal rotative speed was chosen to obtain 12.7 cm H20 (5 inches H20) as the value for
1/2 p Ut 2, based on measurements of the inlet temperature and barometric pressure for the
day. Nominal speed was set at the nearest integral rpm, and data recorded only when speed
was within 1 rpm of the nominal. For a nominal speed of 575 rpm this represents a preci-
sion of + 0.2%. The particular choice of speed facilitated on-the-spot conversion between
pressures in inches of H20 and normalized pressure coefficients. The Reynolds number
varied + 2% by this procedure, which is considered to be insignificant for Reynolds number
effects.
In the Performance Test series the primary thrust was toward measurement of flow pattern
details, both those details contributing to precise performance evaluation and those measur-
ing treatment cavity flow patterns quantitatively. Measurements were taken at a restricted
group of flow levels selected from the range covered during Quick-Look testing. A standard
series of throttle settings was chosen for convenience in making comparisons between treat-
ment configurations. Below is a summary presentation of characteristics of these throttle
settings. This listing is also included as Table III.
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Description
Standard Operating Line
Peak Efficiency
High Operation Limit
Baseline Near-Stall
Circumferential Groove
Near -Stall
Slot Treatment Near-Stall
Throttle Nominal Flow
Setting Coefficient
422 0.493
170 0.46
145 0.438
115 0.406
105 0.388
92 0.362
Remarks
80_c of peak static pressure
coefficient
Some variation in location
of peak between configurations
95_c of peak static pressure
coefficient, edge of region
of cascade flow breakdown
Near-peak static pressure
coefficient
Near peak static pressure
coefficient
Stability beyond this flow
affected by instrumentation
and Reynolds number
The most clearly defined throttle setting in the series is that close to stall with the base-
line (untreated) casing, throttle 115. At this setting the compressor stage operation is
stable, but local flow patterns show signs of breaking down, especially in the tip region.
The "standard operating line", throttle setting 422, point has as its primary definition a
static pressure rise of 80% of the peak rise. A test point near peak efficiency, or slightly
on the open throttle side of peak efficiency, was desired. It was feared that peak efficiency
would not be well defined, which led to specification in terms of pressure rise. The choice
of points has been satisfactory for comparison studies.
The "high operation limit", throttle setting 145, test point was chosen somewhat arbitrarily
to lie between the standard operating line and the near-stall untreated casing point. This
point is usually at the edge of the region in which treatment affects local pressure rise
characteristics.
Peak efficiency usually occurs about midway between the standard operating line and the
high operation limit.
The "circumferential groove near stall", throttle setting 105, test point was conveniently
located for the double purpose of searching for characteristic features of the stability
limit with this configuration and for worthwhile extrapolation of any trends observed through
the test series defined by the untreated casing.
The "slot treatment near stall", throttle setting 92, test point was arrived at after some
experimentation and search for a throttle setting at which stable operation was not dis-
turbed by use of instrumentation or variations in speed.
Reliance in the Performance Test series was placed on standardized LSRC measurement
and data reduction techniques, developed over the 13-year history of the facility, for over-
all performance evaluation. The standardized technique, for example, traverses movable
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stator vanerings pasta fixed 12elementtotal pressurerakeandthroughten equallyspaced
positionscoveringa vanespacing. Duringthe courseof theperformancetesting, it became
apparentthat inlet guidevanewakesin the mid-annulusregionoccupiedjust about10%of
thebladespacingandthat thewakesometimesfell entirely betweenstandardstator posi-
tions. It wasoutsidethescopeof the CasingTreatmentprogramto developrevisions of the
standardtechniquesthat wouldavoidvulnerability to missingthin wakes. In practice, data
comparisonsfrom the Quick-Lookmethodof testingprovedto bequite satisfactory. Another
weaknessin the standardtechniqueappearsto bea possiblereasonfor failure to obtainre-
petitive results: this is measurementof the inlet temperature, usedto establishthe refer-
encevelocity head. Previousexperiencehadshownuniform inlet temperaturethroughout
the large inlet chamberfrom whichthecompressorair is drawnsothat operatorconve-
niencecoulddeterminethe locationof thetemperaturemeasurement. The Casing Treat-
ment program experience suggests that some temperature stratification may be possible,
particularly during periods of cold weather outdoors, and that a modification of the temper-
ature measuring standards may be needed.
Specialized measurement techniques, using hot film anemometers for velocity and B & K
microphones for time-varying staticpressure measurement, were specified for examina-
tion of flow pattern details in this Casing Treatment program. The experience during the
program showed that itwould have been beneficial to put more effort into developing special
calibration techniques to suit the needs of the program.
A 1.27 cm (0.5 inch) jet, fed from a 7.6 cm x 15.2 cm (3 inch x 6 inch) cylindrical plenum
chamber, served for calibration of hot film anemometers at the appropriate velocity levels
immediately before and after use on test. Amplifier gains could be set for voltage outputs
for convenient readout on a digital voltmeter or an oscilloscope screen. It appears, how-
ever, that the jet diameter was marginal for calibration of the instruments with sensing
elements 2.5 mm (0.1 inch) long. With amplifier gains set for correspondence between the
HFA reading and total and static pressures in the calibration jet, the HFA's gave substan-
tially higher velocities than the pressure measurements in the test vehicle. The calibration
jet was also used to determine the sensitivity of angle measurements with two-element, X-
array HFA's. Typically the amplifier gains were set to give a convenient velocity calibra-
tion at zero angle, where the outputs A and B of the two elements are equal. Then the signal
measurements are repeated at specified angles (pitch angle for a "diagonal X", yaw angle
for a "perpendicular X") at which the ratio of the difference between signals to their sum
measures the angle. For small angles the calibrations showed that the sum of the signals is
insensitive to angle. It appears that the electronic circuitry associated with HFA readout
can be arranged to give direct readout of the signal output function (A-B)/(A+B). This
arrangement was not made for the present program.
The B & K microphone was chosen as a suitably sensitive sensor for measuring pressure
fluctuations in the range of peak-to-peak amplitudes from 0.2 cm H20 to 5 cm H20 at fre-
quencies from blade passing at 500 Hz to 10 times blade passing. Calibration of the B & K
microphone is carried out conventionally using a 124 db Pistonphone. For application to
the unsteady pressure measurement problem the 124 db signal is to be interpreted as a
sinusoidal pressure variation over a peak-to-peak range of 9.14 cm H20 (3.6 inches H20).
B & K traces taken later in the program made use of variable amplifier gain to produce a
signal amplitude of 2.54 cm H20/volt (1 inch H20/volt) , so that the oscilloscope display
could be interpreted directly as 2.54 cm H20/division (1 inch H20/division) , or 0.2 x
(1/2 _ Ut2)/per division. With gains for each channel in use set to deliver the same scale
sensitivity, interpretation of the display was much simpler than on the earlier tests.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Overall Performance
The study of overall performance of the test stage in the General Electric LSRC Casing
Treatment Study was designed to answer several questions:
i. Can an influence of porous wall casing treatment on compressor performance,
and especially on the limit to the stable operating range set by stall, be found
in a vehicle where compressibility effects are insignificant?
2. Assuming an affirmative answer to question 1, can definite influences of the
treatment on pressure rise, work input, and efficiency, as well as stall limit
changes, be identified?
3. Can special features be found in the measurements associated with overall per-
formance evaluation which will show how treatment schemes work to extend
stability limits ?
4. Can mechanisms causing efficiency loss be separated from mechanisms extending
the stable operating range?
The first question was quickly answered affirmatively: there is no doubt that the stable
operating range of an axial compressor stage limited by loading of the rotor tip section is
extended by casing treatment, at approximately Mach number 0.11 (and also at one-half
of this nominal Mach number level).
An overall comparison of the stall characteristics of the various configurations emphasizing
salient features is presented in Table IV. Table IV also presents a summary of some
salient performance characteristics for the various configurations. Eight different treat-
ment configurations, of three basic types, were included in the series. Qualitative behaviors
are similar to those reported previously, for example in References 2 and 4. A conven-
tional circumferential groove treatment gave a 5_ improvement in stalling flow with a
nominal sacrifice in peak efficiency. An axial-skewed slot configuration gave a 15% im-
provement in stalling flow with three points sacrifice in peak efficiency. A blade angle
slot configuration gave 15_ improvement in stalling flow with two points sacrifice in peak
efficiency. Exploration of circumferential groove variants showed that grooves over the
entire center 73_ of the blade axial projection contributed to the stalling flow improvement,
and that still more improvement could be achieved by inserting a few partitions to restrict
the flow in the grooves. Exploration of variants on the axial-skewed slots showed that re-
moval of the mid-length baffles produced a nominal improvement in stalling flow with
serious efficiency loss. The performance comparison among blade angle slot configurations
shows that a cavity width substantially greater than the blade thickness gives more favorable
performance than a cavity width which is less than the blade thickness.
Performance characteristic curves for the test compressor stage have been prepared on
two bases; one method uses static pressure rise from the rotor inlet measurement plane
to the stator exit measurement plane, as measured on the casing; the second method uses
average total pressures at the same two measurement planes. The first method had the
great advantage of measurement simplicity, so that many data points could be taken and
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evaluatedfor statistical consistency. Whilethe total pressuremethodwasconsideredto be
a better measureof theabsoluteperformancelevel, at least in principle, it turned out to
be morevulnerableto uncertaintyandvariability in inlet temperature,which is believedto
be responsiblefor somedatascatter. Thetwo methodsgavealmost identicalresults
throughmuchof the operatingregion. Thecorrespondenceis, however,rather fortuitous.
Thecasingstatic pressurerise is higher thanthe hubstatic pressurerise, apparentlybe-
causemeridional streamlinecurvaturesreducetheradial pressuregradientat the rotor
inlet measurementplaneandraise the gradientat thestator exit measurementplane. The
total pressurerise is affectedby a low effective annulusarea at the stator exit (e.g., thick
rotor bladewakespersisting throughthe stator) whichgetsprogressively lower with in-
creasingthrottling.
Figure 34presentsthe overall performanceof the baselineconfigurationona casingstatic
pressurebasis. Figure 35givestheperformanceonanaveragetotal pressurebasis.
Staticpressuredatawereavailablefrom the original "quick look" series of tests, from a
repeat"short point" series, andfrom a detailed"full point" series. All of theseare con-
sistent within theexperimentalresolution of the test setup. Measuredwork inputfor the
"short point" and"full point" series wasslightly higher thanfor the "quick look" series,
but the differenceis not consideredto besignificant. Work input andefficiency comparisons
with other configurationshavebeenmadeusingthe"quick look" work data. Solid lines
throughthetest pointsonFigure 35are usedasbackgroundcurvesonsubsequentfigures
andas comparisonstandardsfor performanceof the varioustreatmentconfigurations.
Figures 36 - 38presentpressure-flow characteristic curvesbasedoncasingstatic pres-
sure rise for the nineconfigurationsonwhichdetailedperformanceinvestigationswere
made. Figure 36containsthe primary information: the comparativeperformancesof each
of thebasic treatment typeswith thebaseline. Figure 37comparesthe variants of the
circumferential grooveconfiguration. Differencesamongthese, exceptfor stalling flow,
are slight. Puttingbaffles in the groovesmakesthemslightly moreeffectiveat stabilizing
flow near stall andalso makesthemabsorba little morework. Figure 38comparesthe
variants ontheaxial-skewedslot system: the cavities with andwithoutbaffles. Removing
thepartition from the centerof the cavity seemsto allowconsiderablyincreasedrecir-
culation, with extra work absorptionto match, anddoesnot improveflow stability. There-
fore, this opencavity configurationmaybegivenlow priority for interest in applicationin
any future investigation.
Figures 39 - 41presentoverall performancebasedontotal pressures, in the samepattern
as Figures 36 - 38. Thesamepatternof behaviormaybe seen,exceptthat anear-linear
relation betweenflow andpressure is maintainedto lower flows. In the throttling regime
aroundthebaselinenear-stall, rotor bladewakesseemto be thickeningrapidly sothat
increasingtotal pressuresmaybemeasuredwithoutcorrespondingstatic pressure increases.
With additionalthrottling, to the near-stall regimefor slottedconfigurations,static pres-
suresdrop rapidly, total pressuresstoprising andbeginto dropslowly.
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Data on static pressure rise and work input have been subjected to statistical analysis and
curve-fitting, in an effort to improve the reliability of performance change evaluation,
especially with respect to efficiency. The results are presented as Figure 42, and are
summarized in Tables V and VI. An arbitrary reference flow coefficient, 0.46, is used
for curve-fitting. Peak efficiencies are ususally found near this flow coefficient. During
individual test series work-input data typically fell within a scatter band defined by +0.1%
of the normalizing reference, 1/2 (p Ut2). On a similar basis static pressure rise data
were dispersed over a +0.2% band. Since, however, some shifts occurred between series,
as between the Quick Look Series and the Performance Series on Baseline and Baffled
Axial-Skewed Slot Configurations, it is felt that confidence levels for comparative efficiency
evaluation should be set at +0.3% of the normalizing reference.
Table V compares work input among the configurations, at the flow level representative
of peak efficiency as determined from the curve fits, and at three standard throttle
settings in the Performance Test Series. Confidence in the representative character of
data at these throttle settings was supported by study of the statistical results. The base-
line configuration and the three open circumferential groove configurations exhibited
substantially the same work input. The baffled circumferential groove configuration, the
two blade-angle slot configurations, and the baffled axial skewed slot configuration showed
progressively increasing work inputs, in steps about equal to the experimental resolution.
Among the slotted configurations, the work input is roughly proportional to the freedom of
flow to recirculate axially. The unbaffled axial-skewed slots allowed considerably greater
freedom for recirculation, and required considerably greater work input.
The comparison among static pressure rises, given in Table VI, shows minor variations
among the configurations at the standard operating line (throttle 422) and high operation
limit (throttle 145). For the condition close to the baseline stalling flow (throttle 115) the
baseline configuration and the circumferential groove configuration with only the first three
grooves open have less pressure rise than the others. This is apparently a symptom of the
approach to stall. There is somewhat more variation among the pressure rises for various
configurations in the curve fits of Figure 42. The curve-fit variation includes some dif-
ference among bellmouth airflows measured at fixed throttle settings. Figure 42 shows a
tendency for those configurations, where the treatment has extended the stable operating
range, to show high pressure rise near stall. A slightly different comparison would show
that the configurations with extended flow ranges also have extended ranges with a linear
pressure-flow characteristic, such as is often predicted by idealized vector diagram cal-
culations.
Radial profiles of total and static pressure are presented on Figures 43 and 44 and profiles
of flow angle on Figure 45. These profiles show that the various casing treatments have
very little influence on the radial profiles on the standard operating line. A comparison
among the profiles at the baseline near-stall condition, however, shows much more varia-
tion. The circumferential groove treatment (Figure 43) shows a small tendency toward a
higher total pressure than the baseline in the outer 30% of the annulus, which might be
ignored in a simple two configuration comparison. All three slot configurations (the axial-
skewed slot configuration in Figure 43 and the two blade angle slot configurations on Figure
44) show substantially higher total pressure than the baseline in this outer 30% of the
annulus. This high total pressure represents a flow shift, such that total pressures in the
hub region should be reduced. Some reduction in the hub region does appear, but the mean
dynamic pressure appears to increase, suggesting that the extra tip loading has come
partly at the expense of increased rotor wake blockage.
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Results of the absolute air angle surveys (Figure 45) are presented for reference. Internal
consistency among the measurements was disappointing. Analysis of these data is not ex-
pected to contribute to understanding the casing treatment influences, since air angle
measurements do not contribute to stall margin or efficiency evaluation. The flow angle
survey at the rotor inlet measurement plane was omitted for several of the test conditions
because the distribution did not exhibit significant variation.
Tuft Investigation
Extensive flow visualization with tufts was conducted on the rotor blade surfaces and in the
treatment cavities. The results are presented in Figures 46 - 52. In each figure the
photographs are mounted such that the axis of the compressor lies along a vertical line
(flow from top to bottom) and the rotation is to the right.
The photographs in Figure 46, taken through the baseline windows, show tufts on the rotor
blades for various throttle settings. Each column of photographs, moving from left to right,
shows the tufts at different positions on the suction surface of the rotor. Each row of
photographs, from top to bottom, shows a different throttle setting with the near stall
throttle along the top row and the wide open throttle along the bottom row. When the tuft on
the blade surface is exposed to full free stream velocity flow, it lies near a cylindrical inter-
section with the blade surface as shown in Figure 46a, suggesting a meridional streamline
direction. When the tuft is in a region of very thick boundary layer or separated flow, its
motion will be dominated by the centrifugal force of the rotating blade and the tuft will point
almost radially outward; see Figure 46d. In regions of a thickening boundary layer or par-
tially separated flow, the direction of the tuft will lie somewhere between the directions
indicated in Figures 46a and 46d.
Using the criterion discussed above, it is seen in Figure 46 that the start of the thickened
boundary layer region moves toward the trailing edge as the compressor is unloaded from
near stall to wide open throttle. This can be seen by comparing Figures 46c, g, k, and o.
Photographs of tufts on the rotor blades were also taken through the circumferential grooved
windows; see Figure 47. Although visibility is somewhat obscured by the grooves, the
photographs show the same qualitative picture as was presented for the baseline case in
Figure 46.
Detailed tuft surveys of the flow in the circumferential groove were made. The results for
the near-stall throttle setting are presented in Figure 48. Stroboscopic illumination permits
examination of tuft indications at arbitrary positions with respect to the rotor blade tips.
There was no apparent pattern to the tuft indications to show a periodic flow pattern carried
along with the rotor blades. The tufts may not, however, have a sufficiently high frequency
response to detect patterns with the period of the passing rotor blades. Analytical models
for the effect of the rotor blade pressure field on the cavity flow had predicted that a con-
spicuous pattern would be found. I_ Figure 48 the support stems show light, extending out
of the focal plane of the camera. The tufts show dark. Thus the flow in the grooves is
clearly left to right; this is also the direction of the rotor blade motion. Some tufts, when
immersed close to the groove face, but still inside the groove, may have been pulled out of
the groove into contact with the blades. Under these conditions a fluctuating tug was trans-
mitted to the support stem. There were also slight indications of flow transverse to the
grooves.
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Presentinga realistic report onthetuft surveysof flow in theaxial-skewedslots is quite
challenging. Frequentlyindividualtufts wouldholda particular direction for a substantial
fraction of a second,perhaps1/4 - 1/2 sec, andthenshift to anotherdirection for a
similar lengthof time. Theobservermight concludethat a particular direction waspre-
dominantat a particular location, but couldnoteasily supplydocumentaryevidenceto sup-
port the conclusion. A series of photographsof the tufts wastakento illustrate the situation.
Theseare presentedas Figures 49and50. Thesupportstemsfor thedark tufts showlight
in thesephotographs. Three throttle settings, twoaxial positions, andtwodepthsare
representedin eachcavity, forward andaft. For eachconditionseveral flash photographs,
timed to givefixed synchronizationwith bladepassage,weretakenin an effort to illustrate
therandomnatureof the flow directions. Thebest definedflow pattern is illustrated by the
four photographsin Figure 49c. For bothforward andaft cavities, the flow comesinto the
slot at thedownstreamrotor dischargeend, goesup thebottomendof the slot andcomes
outat the upstreamendof the slot. Thefour photographsin Figure 49c, whichweretaken
at intervals of severalminutes, showthe sameflow pattern. As thecompressoris throttled
to the near stall position, the motionwithin the slot cavity exhibits increasingly random
fluctuations; seeFigures 49aand50a. Fluctuationsupto 30° from theaveragedirection are
common. An extremeexampleis shownin the secondphotographof Figure 49a,wherethe
uppertuft in the lower (aft)cavity hasbeencaughtat 135° from theusualdirection. A
greater variety of flow directions is evidentin photographsof tufts locatednear the slot
mouth, Figures 50a-c. For example, 180° swingsmaybeseenfor flow at theaft endof
theaft cavity in Figure 50a. A larger sampleof photographicrecords, perhapsa minimum
of tenfor eachcondition,wouldbe requiredfor objectivestatistical analysisto estimatethe
averageflow direction. A regularity of the pattern, controlledby passageof a bladetip,
couldhavebeendetectedby varyingthe synchronizationof the stroboscopicillumination with
thepassingblades. Therewasnoevidenceof this sort of regularity.
Randomlytimed flash photographsof thetufts in thewidebladeangleslots are presentedin
Figures 51 - 52. Figure 51also givesa schematicview of the tuftedslots. Oddnumbered
tufts are onthe up-rotationside of thecavities, evennumberedtufts on thedown-rotation
side. Letters F andA identify forward andaft cavities separatedby thebaffle. Although
the tufts cannotbedistinguishedfrom their supportstemsby thecolor in thesephotographs,
the relative breadthsare distinctive. Thetufts showas broadlines. Thestems start as
fine lines, andbecomeblurred as theyextendoutof theregionof sharpfocus.
Tuft locations1and2, at theforward endof eachcavity, showa predominantflow direction
out of the cavity. Theselocationswere particularly vulnerableto loss of the tuft whenits
end, flowing outof the cavity into themain stream, was "pickedup"by the passingrotor
blades. At the other locationstheflow patternswere irregular and quite confused: a
typical exampleis that definedby tufts 5F and6F. Since6F pointscounterto rotation,
parallel to thebaffle, in boththrottle settingsandbothimmersions, while 5F points more
or less parallel to the slot land in a forward direction, thesetwotufts suggestan eddy
vortex with radial axis locatedin theaft endof the cavity. Tuft 4F contrastswith tuft 6F in
that it usually indicatesa direction at least 90°away,andgenerally in a forward direction.
Tuft 2F often lies nearly in oppositionto tuft 4F, showingflowaft alongthe land. Occa-
sionally tuft 2F showsflow forward alongthe landandoccasionallyflow radial from the free
stream into the cavity. Tuft 3F showsflow forward alongtheland 3/4 of thetime, aft the
rest of the time. Theflow generallyseemedto showat least onereversal alongeither land
andsometimestwo reversals. Noattemptwasmadeduring this survey to determine
whethertheflow patternwas repeatedin successivecavities.
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Nophotographsare availablefor tufts in the narrowbladeangleslot windowssincephoto-
graphicclarity wasobscuredby the small width of the slot. From visual tuft surveysat
openthrottles, the flow wasobservedto enter thedownstreamendof theslot, goup the
bottomwall andexit from theupstreamendof the slot. At near-stall throttle settings
the flow wasobservedto enter radially at themiddle of the grooveandsplit into twodi-
rections nearthebottomwall. Part of theflow turnedupstreamalongthebottomwall,
exitingfrom theupstreamendof theslot, andpart turneddownstream,exitingfrom the
downstreamendof the slot.
In the advanceplanningandduringthe flow modelling, the investigationwasheavily in-
fluencedby the hypothesisthat the cavity flow in thebladeangleslot configurationwould
respondto a nearly uniform pressurealongthebladetip pressure surface, andto the
severepressuregradientalongthe suctionsurface. Basedonthis hypothesis,it wasex-
pectedthat thetuft observationswouldalwaysshowflow in the slot from the downstream
endto theupstreamend, andthat theperiodic driving force wouldsomehowbevisible.
Sinceno responseto aperiodic driving force wasobserved,enthusiasmfor this hypothesis
was largely dissipated. To the extentthat the cavity flow is a responseto a time average
meridionalpressurefield rather thanthe specialorientationof theblade, this experiment
suggeststhat all more-or-less axially orientedcavities maybeequivalent.
Annulus Wall and Cavity Static Pressures - Time Average
Analysis of time-averaged (or steady-state) static pressures in the outside diameter annulus
wall and inside the various cavities is one obvious way to investigate flow patterns in the
cavities and their impact on the rotor behavior.
The distributions of static pressure over the rotor tip for the baseline, solid-wall confi-
guration, at three standard throttle settings, are given in Figure 53. At the standard
operating line throttle setting, (422), the forward 20% of the rotor axial projection serves
for flow induction. The static pressure rise is confined to the remaining 80% of the rotor
axial projection, and is distributed nearly linearly. At the high operation limit throttle
setting (145) the initiation of the steady pressure rise has moved forward to 10% of the axial
projection. There is an early linear pressure rise with a gradient 30% greater than at the
more open throttle. There is a break in the gradient at mid-chord, such that the average
gradient over the pressure rise region is no greater than that at the open throttle. At the
near-stall throttle setting (115) the start of the initial pressure rise moves close to the lead-
ing edge; the initial gradient is 50% greater than the uniform gradient at the open throttle,
but this gradient breaks at one-third chord and the average gradient is about the same as
that for the open throttle. Table VII has been prepared to make annulus wall pressure
gradients readily available for comparative study.
Distributions of static pressure in and around the cavities of the basic circumferential
groove configuration (five open grooves) are shown in Figure 54. Symbols, keyed to
schematics of the cavity cross-section at the bottom of the figure, indicate measurement
locations for the various pressures. The dashed lines are drawn through those pressures
actually measured on the annulus boundary. In almost every case where pressures have
been measured on both walls of a groove, these pressures are the same. The solid lines
have been drawn to emphasize this. Pressures on the groove bottom appear to be greater
than those across the groove face by an amount consistent with simple radtal equilibrium of
the flow in the groove. Efforts at identifying flow components (by tuft survey) other than a
dominant circumferential flow are discussed elsewhere in this report. Some such compo-
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nentshavebeenidentified, but they donotcontradict thedominanceof the meancircum-
ferential flow.
At openthrottle settingsthe static pressureson the landsurfaceare closeto the cavity
pressure on the downstreamside whichsuggeststhat there maybesomecirculating flow,
in eachgroove, suchthat the landsurfacepressure representssomerecovery of dynamic
pressureof theaxial flow componentin the normal downstreamdirection. Underthis
reasoningthe cavity pressure is that level required for flow trying to exit from the upstream
wall to overcomethe impingementof flow into theupstream.
Near stall the landsurfacepressuresfall nearly midwaybetweenthe cavity pressureon
either side, whichsuggestsa somewhatgreater extensionof a cavity flow circulation into
the main stream.
Theoverall distribution of pressuresacross the landsbetweengroovesfor the standard
operatingline throttle setting (422)givesa profile very similar to thebaseline. Thepres-
sure rise starts at the landbetweenthefirst andsecondgroovesandprogresseslinearly
over the rest of the chord. At throttle settingsnearer stall the circumferential groovecon-
figuration contrastswith thebaselineconfigurationin havingonly a slight reduction in the
gradientover the aft half of the rotor tip as comparedwith theforward half. Annuluswall
pressure gradientsfor thecircumferential grooveconfigurationsare includedin the tabu-
lation of Table VII. In comparisonwith the baselineconfiguration, this tabulationsuggests
that the grooveconfigurationmakesa substantialincrease in adversewall pressure gradient
possible, as if the grooveservesas anannuluswall boundarylayer bleed, managingto
energizethis bleedflow and/or shedit further into the main stream. In conjunctionwith the
increasedmaximumwall pressure gradient, thestart of the pressurerise maybedelayed,
or the initial gradientmaybe relieved, dependingon thepositionof theparticular test point
on the pressure-flow characteristic. Close to stall, the circumferential groove configuration
exhibits larger wall gradients on both the steep initial rise and the gentler subsequent rise,
than any found on the baseline.
Figure 55 shows available wall and cavity pressure data for the baffled circumferential
groove configuration. The effective annulus wall pressure gradient for the two more open
throttle settings (Table VII) is even greater than was observed with the open circumferential
grooves. On the standard operating line (throttle 422) this gradient is so effective as to
result in a depression of the static pressures around the first groove, as compared with the
open grooves. The extremely high wall pressure leads, near stall, to observation of pres-
sures in and around the last groove well above the rotor exit interstage static pressure.
Apparently the flow pattern in the cavity must be quite complex to produce the large
observed pressure difference between annulus surface and cavity bottom, and between the
two sides of each cavity.
Figures 56 and 57 show the wall and cavity pressures for the circumferential groove
variants with two grooves filled. Wall and cavity pressures for the variant with the first
three grooves open match those with all grooves open over the flow range above baseline
stall. As this configuration is throttled toward its stall the adverse gradient in the plain
wall region settles out to the limit demonstrated by the baseline configuration. When the
three open grooves are over the aft portion of the rotor, the gradient sustained in the for-
ward half is like the baseline, while the treatment in the aft region maintains the stability
of the gradient there for some additional throttling.
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Annuluswall andcavity static pressuresfor thebaffled axial-skewedslot configuration, the
basic configurationof this type, are presentedin Figure 58. To a first approximationit
appearsthat longitudinalpressure variations in thecavity are negligible, andthat the pres-
sures just inside the lip of the short or downrotationcavity wall andthepressuresat the
centerof the longwall maybe combinedandconsideredas a "cavity mouthpressure". Then
the static pressurerises from the cavity mouthto the cavity bottomas if there is substantial
averageflow throughthe cavity mouth,which is broughtto rest in thecavity bottom. The
effectiveannuluswall pressureswhichgovernthe behaviorof the mainstreamare presum-
ably suitably weightedaveragesof the cavity mouthpressureandthe "long wall face pres-
sure", just beyondthebreak from the landsurface into the cavity. Cavitymouthpressures
havebeenconnectedby long-short-short-long dashlines to assist in followingthe develop-
mentof thesepressures. Thehistory of theserespectivepressuresduring throttling is
substantiallydifferent for the forward cavity andtheaft cavity. In the forward cavity the
cavity mouthpressure is very responsiveto throttling; this mayreally be responseto lead-
ing edgebladeloading, suchthat heavyleadingedgeloadingresults in pumpingflow into the
cavity. Thelongwall facepressurefor theforward cavity recognizesthe light loading
situationat openthrottle. (It shouldbe observed,however, thatthe leadingedgeregionhas
notbeencompletelyunloadedat this throttle setting.) In fact, sinceall thepressures
throughoutthe cavityare nearly thesame, a stagnantflow conditionmaybe inferred.
At the next throttle setting, the highoperationlimit (throttle 145), the relation amongthe
pressures, low at the cavity mouthandhigh bothon the wall faceand in the depthof the
cavity, is that appropriatefor the "roller bearing" flow model, as developedandpresented
in the discussionof flow modelling. Noother evidenceof roller bearingflow hasbeenseen.*
With additionalthrottling the longwall facepressure rises slowly, whileall pressures in
the cavity rise more rapidly. This situationmayrepresentunsteadypressurebearing on
the cavity contents. In theaft cavity the longwall face pressure is alwayshigher than the
cavity mouthpressure, sometimesapproachingthe cavitybottompressure. This is also
consistentwith the roller bearingflow model, andsurprising if mainstreamflow over the
land separatesat the longface corner andreattachesalongtheface. Studyof the cavity
pressuresfor this configurationsuggeststhat thedecisionto limit pressure measurements
to locationswith fore-and-aft symmetry wasunfortunate, sincelongitudinalcirculation
couldhavegivenlower pressuresonthe fore-and-aft center line thanat thecavity ends.
Somesuchpressure depressionis suggestedby the pressureat the centerof the cavity
bottom;the cavity bottomis presumablya regionwherenearly all kinetic energyof theflow
hasbeenconvertedto pressure, so thepressure depressionat the centerdueto lengthwise
flow will notbe large. Annuluswall pressure gradientsfor the baffledaxial-skewedslot
configurationhavebeenincludedin Table VII, eventhoughthe relevanceof the conceptfor
this configurationhasnotbeenestablished.
*Thediscussionof tuft observationsfor flow in circumferential groovesgives someevid-
enceof helical flow. Thehelical flow concept(longitudinalvelocity substantiallylarger
thanthe circulatory velocity) overlapssomewhatwith the roller bearingconcept(thecir-
culatory flow velocity componentslarger thanthe longitudinalvelocity).
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Theannuluswall andcavity pressuresfor the unbaffledaxial-skewedslot configuration
are presentedin Figure 59. Thesepressuresclearly showthetendencyto havehighstatic
pressuresat the fore andaft endsof the cavity andlow pressure at the center, as waspos-
tulatedfor thebaffled slots. This configurationalso showsthat the static pressures in the
cavity bottomare muchhigher thanthoseat the cavity mouth, indicatingsubstantialflow
into the downstreamendof the cavity andrecovery of the kinetic energyas theflow is de-
celeratednear thebottom. At thetwohighly throttled conditionsit is thewall pressure in
front of the cavity rather thanthewall pressure in front of the landwhichconformsto the
upstreampressure. Perhapsthe landpressure respondsto theheavyleadingedgeloading
in the regime closeto stall, while flow outof the cavity at its upstreamendservesas an
insulator betweenthe wall pressure in front of the cavity andthebladesurfacepressure.
All cavity pressuresare highcomparedto longwall facepressures, to a greater degree
thanwasobservedfor thebaffled cavities.
Annuluswall andcavity static pressuresfor thewidebladeangleslot configurationare
presentedin Figure 60andfor the narrowbladeangleslot configurationin Figure 61. To
at least a first approximation,the wall andcavitypressuresfor thesetwo configurations
are the same. Basedoncavity flow surveys, anattemptwasmadeto measuretotal pres-
sure in thenarrow slots. Themeasurementsfailed to showanytotal pressuresignificantly
different from the static pressure. Thetuft flow surveysfor the widebladeangleslots
showedthat the flow washighlyerratic. Therefore, noattemptwasmadeto measure
velocities. A high static pressure at thebottomof the cavitynear the forward endis a
typical measurementfor bothwideandnarrow cavities andfor bothforward andaft cavities
in eachconfiguration. If the generalnature of the flow pattern is that of the predictedflow
model, a flow enteringthe cavity at the aft endat a stagnationpressure slightly abovethe
landstatic pressure there andexiting from theforward endat ahigher velocity appropriate
to the low landstatic pressure there, this type of pressurefield wouldresult. It is probably
to beexpectedthat corner effectsandflow separationeffects for adversepressuregradients
alongwalls shouldpreventthe appearanceof true stagnationpressure in the lengthwise
corners. The effectiveannuluswall pressure gradients, both initial andfinal, givenin
TableVII are substantiallygreater than thoseobservedin thebaselineandcircumferential
groovetesting. For comparabletest pointsthe bladeangleslot configurationsshowmuch
lower pressureon thelandsat a correspondinglocation thanthepressure onthe landbe-
tweengrooves1 and2. Thehigheffectivesurfacegradientusuallyappearsaft of this
point. At the near-stall point for theseconfigurationsthe samehigh gradientis pushed
forward to the leadingedgeregion.
Blade Surface Static Pressures
Measurement of rotor blade aerodynamic loading, and of the influence of casing treatment
on that loading, has been one of the more rewarding areas of investigation in the LSRC
casing treatment program.
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Thebladeaerodynamicloadingwasmeasuredby surfacestatic pressure taps(Figure 25)
embeddedin arotor bladeat three spanwiselocations. Fourteentapsare locatedonthe
suctionsurfaceat eachspanwiselocationandeight tapsare onthepressure surface.
Pressure lines are led alongthe bladesurfaceto the rotor hub, theninwardalongthe rotor
disk to the shaft, wherethey are connectedthrougha Scannivalvesteppingswitchto a Cetra
transducer. The electrical output (and the stepping switch control signal) are carried out
through slip rings to the control room, where the output signal is read on a digital volt-
meter. A single pressure line is used to read the three taps at spanwise locations for a
particular chordwise location; normally two of the three taps will be sealed with tape while
the third is being read.
Figure 62 presents blade surface static pressure data for the baseline configuration at the
three standard throttle settings and the three spanwise locations. The spanwise pressure
variation is quite small, except at the leading edge of the suction surface; larger relative
flow angles are to be expected in the annulus wall boundary layer, which should appear in
the surface pressures as increased leading edge pressure loading. Interpretation of the
overall test data in the form of vector diagrams suggests that the relative air angle for the
standard operating line test point is about 58 ° , which may be compared to the 55 ° value
used in the cascade prediction (Figure 2). Similar analysis for the near-stall point gives
67 ° as the relative air angle, slightly short of the 64 ° level proposed in the cascade pre-
diction. The '"nigh operation limit" test point on this basis has 63 ° as the relative air
angle. The measured pressure distributions seem to exhibit a substantial unloading of the
leading edge in comparison with the cascade prediction for a similar relative upstream flow
angle. For similar loading distributions there is apparently a 5° offset between the pre-
dicted and measured upstream flow angles. At the near-stall test point the measured pres-
sure surface pressure falls below the prediction, consistent with the observation that the
pressure rise characteristic of the rotor droops as it approaches stall.
Blade surface static pressures for the basic circumferential groove configuration (grooves
1-5 open) are presented on Figure 63. Dashed background curves give the distributions for
the baseline configuration at the same spanwise location and throttle setting for compari-
son, except at the treated near-stall condition, where the baseline near-stall is repeated.
The discussion of the baseline distributions is generally applicable to the circumferential
groove configuration also. There apparently are systematic differences between the dis-
tributions for the two configurations, although the magnitude of the systematic differences
is hardly greater than the random variations with spanwise position for either configuration
alone. The minimum pressure on the suction surface with the circumferential groove con-
figuration at the standard operating line test point is not as low as with the baseline config-
uration. The circumferential groove configuration has higher pressure surface pressures
near the trailing edge than the baseline configuration at all throttle settings. It is believed
that the minimum suction surface pressure with the circumferential groove configuration is
not as low as with the baseline configuration for near-stall throttle settings as well, but
this is hard to determine with assurance when the lowest pressure is a minimum defined by
a single tap.
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Somebladesurfacepressureswere measuredfor the three other circumferential groove
configurations(baffledgrooves1-5, opengrooves1-3, opengrooves3-5). Thedistribu-
tions of thesepressures seemedidentical with thedistributions shownin Figure 62or
Figure 63within the resolution of thetesting technique.
Bladesurfacepressuresfor thebaffled axial-skewedslot treatmentconfigurationare pre-
sentedonFigure 64. In the interest of testing economy,the surfacepressures were
measuredat onlytwo spanwisepositions. Thecharacter of thesedistributions is in sharp
contrast to the character of thedistributions from thebaselineandcircumferential groove
testing. The pressuresmeasuredonthe pressuresurfaceclose to thebladetip are much
higher thanthosemeasuredat 16.7%spanfrom the tip. Severalof thesepressuresare
actually higher thanthe total pressurerelative to thebladingin thefree stream. (This is
notbelievedto bedefectiveinstrumentation, sincesubsequentcircumferential groove
testing gavenounusualresults. ) Thehighestsurfacepressuresappearin aboutthe right
locationto beconsequencesof flow into the aft cavity at its downstreamend, at aboutthe
absolutetotal pressureat rotor exit, whichthenpassesalongthe cavity bottomandexits
from the cavityupstreamendwith little loss in absolutetotal pressure andsubstantial
velocity counterto rotor rotation. This typeof flow wouldhavetotal pressure relative
to the rotor high enoughto producethe observedsurfacestatic pressures. A secondhigh
pressurepeakfor thenear-stall throttle settingcouldwell result from a similar flow
pattern in the forward cavity, with strengthcritically dependenton thedegreeof leading
edgeloading. Thesuctionsurfacepressure onthe near-blade-tip sectionin thetrailing
edgeregion is also substantiallyhigher thanthe surfacepressurefarther downthe span
or thanthe pressurefrom thebaselinetest.
Onthe standardoperatingline andhigh operationlimit test points thereseemsto bea sub-
stantial relief of the suctionsurfaceleadingedgeloading, carrying the observationabout
the circumferential groovesituation a stepfurther. Elsewherein this report, results are
presentedto showthat the casingstatic pressurebetweentherotor andthe followingstator
is substantiallyhigher for slot configurationsthanfor thebaseline, eventhoughthe static
pressurerise alongthe casingfor the rotor-stator combinationis closeto the same. Since
it doesnot seemlikely that thetwo-dimensionalflow patternandpressurerise character-
istic of the stator is alteredby thepresenceof rotor tip casingtreatment, analternate
hypothesisis suggested:that there is enoughradial componento theflow into the down-
stream endof theaft cavity so that the casingseessubstantialrecovery of dynamicpres-
sure, from the endof the cavity to thestator leadingedgeplane. At the16.7%spanlocation
the pressuredistributions onbothsurfaceslook like thosefrom the circumferential groove
test.
Blade surfacestatic pressureswith the widebladeangleslot treatmentare presentedon
Figure 65andthosewith thenarrow bladeangleslot treatmentare presentedonFigure 66.
Theseconfigurationsshowcharacteristics similar to theaxial-skewedslot configuration.
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Both configurations show surprisingly high static pressures on the pressure surface near
the blade tip, though not quite so high as the axial-skewed slot. Itdoes not seem as ifany
flow out of the cavity could have any absolute tangential momentum in the counter-rotation
direction. If,however, any such flow forces a place for itselfin the boundary layer itmay
demand increased deflection of the rotor through-flow, such that increased pressure sur-
face pressure relative to the baseline (approaching relative total pressure) is needed. As
in the case of the axial-skewed slots, the circulatory pattern of flow into the cavities seems
to produce some dynamic pressure recovery visible along the casing surface between the
cavity end and the stator leading edge Without influence on the static pressure rise of the
rotor-stator combination.
Some examination of the blade surface pressures suggested the possibility that some gen-
eral statements could be made about the casing treatment influences. Table VIII was pre-
pared for detailed examination of blade surface diffusions. The tabulation presents the
difference between the maximum and the minimum pressure observed on each surface at the
spanwise position. Two positive observations may be made:
. All treatment configurations show a much greater pressure rise on the pressure
surface along the section at 2.8% span from the tip than the baseline. The surface
pressure measured near the leading edge with any treatment configuration is
usually close to that measured during the baseline test. The maximum surface
pressure for treatment configuration tests is substantially above that for the base-
line (but the cascade surface diffusion concept (reference 11) may not be relevant
for the slotted configurations). The pressure rise along the pressure, surface at
16.7% span from the tip also appears to be greater for treatment configurations
than for the baseline, but the effect is obscured by the lack of data resolution.
. Suction surface pressure rises are about the same at the same throttle setting and
spanwise location for all configurations. In the presence of treatment, however,
the maximum pressure rise on the surface before stall increases greatly. This
should be expected if the overall cascade pressure rise remains about constant,
implying little change in the pressure on the suction surface in the trailing edge
region, while the minimum pressure in the leading edge region follows the in-
creasingly high incidence as the stall flow level is reduced.
Cavity Velocity Measurements
Velocity measurements have been made by using hot film anenometers (HFA's) and total
and static pressures.in the circumferential grooves, by HFA's in the axial-skewed slots,
and by total and static pressures in the narrow blade angle slots.
Radial profiles of the average circumferential velocity in the grooves as seen by the HFA's
are presented on Figure 67, and as seen by total and static pressures on Figure 68. Also
shown on Figures 67 and 68 are mean absolute circumferential velocities obtained from the
cascade predictions. Measurements obtained in the two ways are similar, at least qualita-
tively. Some differences are observed between the forward and aft sides of grooves, but
these do not appear to be systematic. Many of the measured circumferential velocities near
the groove faces, particularly those measured by total and static pressures, are close to
the predictions for the free stream from cascade analyses. To this extent momentum inter-
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changebetweenthe freestreamandthecavity is confirmedasthe driving mechanismfor the
cavity flow. Elsewherein this report comparisonsbetweenthe predictionsandthe mea-
suredbladesurfacepressuresshowthat the leadingedgeloadingfrom the predictions is too
high. Allowancefor this effectwouldimprove thecorrespondencebetweenfreestreamand
cavity velocity. There is noevidenceof significant recovery of theaxial componentof the
velocity outsideof thecavity.
Velocity levels appearto droplinearly from the grooveface towardthe groovebottom.
Groovebottomvelocities rangefrom 1/3 of the groovefacevelocity up to 2/3 of the groove
face velocity. Accordingto analytical speculationbeforethe experiment, it wasexpected
that:
(1) laminar viscousflow in the groovemightbepredominant,in whichcasemeasured
velocity wouldbe less than10%of the facevelocity over 75%of the cavity depth;
or
(2) turbulent flow in the groove might be predominant, in which case cavity velocities
would be greater than 90% of the face velocity for at least 75% of the cavity depth.
The experimental results fall in between these two expectations. Where the velocity varies
linearly with depth, it suggests a laminar viscous model for flow between infinite parallel
planes, with one plane moving relative to the other. The groove configuration could be
equivalent to the infinite plane model if shear forces at the land surfaces are small com-
pared to depthwise shear forces. Significant land surface shear forces ought to appear as
concavity in the depthwise velocity profile. When a linear velocity profile approaches a
fixed wall with a slip velocity, or with a turbulent-type transition profile, some sort of
profile to an effective eddy viscosity is implied. The corners between the land surfaces
and the groove bottom could provide the environment for transition from a high eddy viscos-
ity through most of the groove depth to a lower viscosity near the groove bottom.
Some typical variations in the groove velocity in response to passage of the rotor blades
are shown on Figure 69. Maximum flow inclination indicated by the X-array anemometer
signal is 23 ° into the groove and is found along the aft wall just ahead of the blade. The in-
ward velocity component at this inclination is approximately 10% of blade speed. The
compensating outward flow appears to be distributed over almost the entire space between
blades, along the forward groove wall. The ± 15% fluctuations in magnitude (upper traces)
may be contrasted with predictions based on constant total pressure relative to the moving
rotor. These call for a component fluctuation between 50% and 130% of the mean absolute
velocity in the groove. The resultant magnitude increases from the suction surface to the
pressure surface. The alternative predictions based on constant absolute total pressure,
call for a fluctuating component equal to about 10% of the mean absolute tangential velocity,
with the resultant magnitude decreasing from the suction surface to the pressure surface.
Thus, the measurements fall somewhere between the two models. The actual fluctuations
from one revolution to another are large enough in comparison to the fluctuations at blade
passing frequency to make the blade passing frequency effect seem unlikely as a dominant
factor in the casing treatment influence.
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Responsesof the longitudinalvelocity componentsin grooves1and 5to bladepassagewere
also investigated. Fluctuationamplitudesin groove1, towardthe rotor leadingedge, were
similar to those in groove3 (butsuperposedona lower meanlevel), with a fairly well de-
fined wavepatternat thebladepassingfrequency. Thefluctuations in groove5, toward the
trailing edgewere quite erratic, with little or noevidenceof systematicresponseto the
bladepassage.
Thediscussionof the tuft survey of velocities in the axial-skewedslots describedthe
erratic natureof theflow patternandthefailure to correlate theflow patternwith the
passageof rotor blades. HFA measurementswerealso madein the effort to confirm the
preferencefor flow into the aft endsof the cavities andout of the forward endsof the
cavities. Figure 70presentssometypical results. For thesephotographsthe X-array
anemometerhasbeenrotated fox'a null balancebetweenthe signalsfrom thetwo elements,
andthe angle of theprobe-indicatedmeanflow direction hasbeenrecorded. With this
proceduretheupper trace in eachoscillogram is theA+B signalwhichhasbeencalibrated
to give the velocity componentparallel to the null axis of the instrument. Thelower trace
is theA-B signal measuringthetransverse velocity component. For manyof the oscillo-
grams, but notall, the RMSoutputof the A+Bsignal wasrecorded, and is indicatedonthe
figure. Thestatistical record of eachlocation is limited to a sampleof one. In contrast
to the photographspresentingtuft survey results, this null balanceprocedureshould
suppressdeparturesfrom anaveragedirection lasting less thanten secondsor so. Those
angleswhichhavebeenrecordedshowlittle enoughconsistencyamongthemselves,and
with the tuft surveyphotographsat a similar throttle setting, to suggestthat a more
sophisticatedsamplingprocedurewouldbe required for real definition of theflow patterns.
Thephotographsshowsubstantialvelocity into theaft endof theforward cavityanda
smaller velocity outwardalongtheforward endof the aft cavity. In at least two casesthe
transition from onemetastableflow pattern to anotherseemsto takeplaceduring the time
period of the photograph. In someof the casesthe velocity level indicatedby a digital
readoutis clearly different from that shownon the oscillogram, anothersuggestionofjumpingbetweenpatterns. TheHFA measurementsconfirm the erratic natureof the flow
patterns, previously foundin tuft surveys.
Total andstatic pressures in the narrowbladeangleslots indicatelow velocities in com-
parisonwith characteristic through-flowvelocities in the mainstream, or in comparison
with bladespeed.
Annulus Wall and Cavity Static Pressures - Variations with Time
Static pressure variations with time at various locations over the rotor tips and in cavities
have been studied, searching especially for systematic variations at blade passing fre-
quency which would connect cavity flows with any stabilizing influence of casing treatment
on blade flow.
Figure 71 shows photographs of oscillograph traces taken on the baseline casing, at three
axial positions, corresponding to the centerlines of circumferential grooves 1, 3, and 5.
These photographs were taken by superposing records of five separate revolutions on the
oscilloscope screen. The time sweep is triggered by a one/revolution signal, so that all
sweeps show characteristics of the same blades. Successive sweeps were performed at
random times, typically a second or so apart. Where variations are seen between sweeps,
they are believed to be representative of random time variations.
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Pressure amplitudesgivenby thetime-varying pressuretraces are summarizedin Table
IX, whichalso comparesthemwith bladeloadingsmeasuredby taps onthe movingrotor
blades. Theamplitudesmeasuredby thetwo methodsat the 20%chord locationare about
the same. At 50%and80%chordthebladesurfacepressuresshowlarger bladeloading
than thecasingpressures. This is understandableif the growthof thebladesurfaceand/
or corner boundarylayers towardthetrailing edgeimprovespressurecommunication
throughthe tip clearancerelative to the cascadepressurefield. Thediscussionof blade
surfacepressurescommentedonthe small spanwisevariation in the surfacepressures
measuredfor this configuration.
Table IX also includespressurefluctuationamplitudestakenfrom cascadepredictions
(Figure 3). Theexperimentalamplitudesagreereasonablywell with the predictions. The
cascadeprediction methodgiveswaveshapesresemblinga rip-saw tooth:anear linear rise
in pressureover thepassagewidth, followedby a sharppressure drop acrossthe blade
thickness. This shapeis sometimesobserved,at 51%chordat IGVpositions0 and8at
highbackpressuresfor example,but more oftenthe shapeis distorted. Comparingthe
highbackpressure, 51%chord trace at IGVposition4 with the traces at positions0 and8
showslittle difference in the extremeamplitudes,buta conspicuousdifference in the shape.
Theflat topto the pressurewakeis difficult to understandunlessit representsa thick wake
of flow stagnatedrelative to the rotor blade. It is possiblethat the low flow region in an
IGVwakecouldalso appearas a low flow reiative to the rotor, andthat the stagnantcon-
stant pressure regioncouldexist.
Anotherconspicuouscharacteristic of the oscillogram traces is the "dip" in theUppertrace(Trace No. 1)at about1/4 bladespacingfrom the suctionsurface. This dip appearsto be
presentat all IGVpositionsandthrottle settings, at almost the samerelative positionon
the trace. It is, therefore, primarily a rotor bladecharacteristic, perhapsa vortex shed
from a local boundarylayer in the corner betweenthe leadingedgesuctionsurfaceandthe
annuluswall. Theamplitudeof thedip appearsto be influencedstrongly by the relative
positionof the IGVwake.
Time varying static pressureswerealso measuredduring testing of the basic circumfer-
ential grooveconfigurationon thebottomsurfaceof grooves2 and4andonbothsidewalls
of eachgroovenear the cavity face. Resultsare shownonFigure 72. Unfortunatelythe
calibration scalesusedfor the traces maybe confusing. Pressure fluctuationamplitudes
from this figureare summarizedin TableX. In eachcasethepressurefluctuationamplitude
on theaft side of the grooveis substantiallylarger thanthe amplitudeon theforward side.
Thefluctuationamplitudeon thebottomof the grooveis muchsmaller thantheamplitudeon
either side near the grooveface. TableX also providesamplitudesfrom bladesurface
pressure measurementsfor comparison. In the majority of thesituationsexaminedthe
pressure differencefrom thepressure surfaceto the suctionsurfaceof theblade is greatest
at the leadingedgeanddiminishestoward thetrailing edge. It is thefluctuationamplitude
onthe aft side of thegroovewhichcorrespondsmost closely to thebladesurfacepressure
difference. Themaximumamplitudein the cavity is reducedfrom the correspondingblade
surfaceamplitude, usuallyby 25-30%. A possibleexplanationfor this fluctuatingpressure
patternappearsto involvea helical pattern, with net flow into the groovealongthe aft wall
driven by thepressurefield of the passingblade. This type of flow patternwassuggested
by tuft indicationsof transverseflow. Thepressurefluctuationamplitudeis dampedalong
thestreamline trajectory so that smaller amplitudesare seenalongtheforward wall where
thenet flow is outward. If thehelical pattern is concentratedin theouter half of the groove,
thefluctuationamplitudein the groovebottomregion couldnaturally bemuchsmaller than
near theface. It is appropriateto observethat the constant-total-pressure-in-relative-
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frame modelpredicts thepressurefluctuationon thecavity bottomto beabout60%of that
onthe face, while the constant-total-pressure-in-absolute-framemodelpredicts thebottom
fluctuationto beabout30%of thefacefluctuation.
Figure 73showsthe influenceof the positionof the inlet guidevanewakerelative to the
pressuresensoron thewaveshape. Thephotographfor IGVposition 0 is repeatedfrom
Figure 72. The variationswith wakepositionare less conspicuousthanon thebaseline
configurationcasing, but maybeseenby comparingthe.near-linearpressure rise alongthe
aft-wall at position2 with the suddenrise to hal_f-amplitudeat position0, or by comparing
thesimple cross-cut sawtoothshapeon thegroovebottomat position2 with the morecom-
plex shapeat position8. All of the waveshapesare markedlyrepetitive from bladeto blade
andwith time onthe sameblade.
Quantitativecomparisonsof thepressurefluctuationamplitudesandwaveshapesonthe
baselinecasingsurfaceand in the circumferential groovecavities havebeenmadeandare
presentedon Figure 74. In thesecomparisonsthe signal seennear theaft cavity face of
groovenumber2 is quite similar to that imposedonthebaselinecasing(andpresumablythe
faceof groove3) farther downstreamat 50%chord. Sincethis amplitudeis muchreduced
on theforward cavity wall, eventhoughthe driving amplitudeappliedmaybe larger, it
appearsthat the cavity mayseemto absorb imposedpressurefluctuationswhile the solid
wall reflects them.
Time varying static pressuresmeasuredin thecavities of theaxial-skewedslot treatment
are presentedonFigure 75. Comparisonsmaybemade: (1)betweenforward andaft ends
of onecavity at the samedepth; (2)betweenmid-depth (two-thirds cavity width inside the
mouth)andbottomof a cavity; (3)betweenforward andaft cavities; and (4)at any location
for varying throttle settings. Only minor differencesare to beseenin thesecomparisons,
suchas slightly smaller fluctuationamplitudesonthe cavity bottomthannearthe mouthand
somewhatmore scatter on repetition of thetraces near stall. A conspicuoussignalat about
five times bladepassingfrequencymaybe seensuperposedonthe fundamentalpassingfre-
quency. This frequencyis notbelievedto be significant to the influenceof thecavity on
compressorbehavior. Thepressurefluctuationamplitudeat bladepassingfrequencyin the
forward axial-skewedslot cavity is aboutthe sameasthatmeasuredonthe baselinecasing
at 21%chord. Tothe extentthat "eyeball" filtering of thehighfrequencysignal is valid,
the basic wavepatternappearsmorenearly sinusoidalthanthepatterns from the baseline
andcircumferential grooveconfigurations. Thepressurefluctuation in theaft cavity is
somewhatlarger thananythingobservedin correspondingregionsfrom either the baseline
or the circumferential grooveconfiguration.
The results of measuringthetime varying pressures in the widebladeangleslots, andon
the landsurfacesbetweenthe slots, are presentedonFigure 76. Thelandsurfacepressure
wavepattern for the forward cavity conformsmore closely to the rip-saw toothshapeof the
advancepredictionthanany of the othersexperiencedduring theprogram. It is somewhat
surprising to seethat theamplitudeof this landsurfacepressurefluctuationdoublesin
throttling from the standardoperatingline (throttle 422)to thenear-stall-baseline (throttle
115)andthendoesnot increaseanymorewith additionalthrottling. Eventhe larger amp-
litude is only half theamplitudeobservedin baselinetesting (Figure 71)at the sameaxial
position. At the sametime thefluctuationamplitudeon thecavity bottomis as large as or
larger thanthe amplitudeon theland surface. It wouldbemore logical to expectanampli-
tudeonthe landsurfacecomparableto that measuredduringbaselinetestinganda substan-
tial attenuationfrom there to thecavity bottom. As in the caseof theaxial-skewedslot
treatment, a conspicuousfrequencycomponentat aboutfive times bladepassingfrequency
is not believedto besignificant.
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Fluctuationamplitudesin the aft cavity region are small andirregular, bothon theland
surfaceandonthe cavity bottom. This conformsto observationsonbaselineandcircum-
ferential grooveconfigurationsandis different from the observationsonthe axial-skewed
slot treatment.
Annulus Wall Boundary Layer Surveys
Boundary layer surveys have been made on the annulus wall at the measurement planes
before and after the rotor to determine whether casing treatment influences the wall boun-
dary layer profile. The results appear to show statistically different velocity profiles for
different throttle settings on the various treatment configurations. All configurations show
thicker boundary layers at the rotor inlet plane with increasing throttling. The slot con-
figurations, which allow substantial reverse flow in the rotor tip region, tend to have
thicker inlet wall boundary layers than the baseline and groove configurations. At the rotor
discharge plane, the recirculation effect seems to give a real boundary layer bleed system,
particularly at near-stall throttle settings.
The annulus wall boundary layer profiles are presented on Figure 77 for the baseline and
three treatment configurations. Measurements were made with a "perpendicular X:' two-
element hot film anemometer, which has two mutually perpendicular elements, perpen-
dicular to the stem axis. The most satisfactory operating procedure was to rotate the
anemometer for null balance of the signals from the two elements, and then to record the
flow angle and the resultant velocity. It was also possible to set the anemometer at a fixed
angle, and to rely on calibration data for angular displacement from the setting angle.
The presentation of Figure 77 is based on relating the local velocity magnitude to the free-
stream magnitude. Overall performance data showed little difference among flow and energy
levels at fixed throttle setting among the various configurations. Consequently, it was felt
that differences in the freestream velocity measured for the configurations were probably
not realistic and a representative average for all configurations could be used to advantage.
These representative freestream velocities are higher than can be deduced from total and
static pressure measurements at the same planes, 8-12_c higher at the rotor inlet and 2-5%
higher at the rotor exit. It is presently believed that HFA calibration procedures may
require development for realistic application to this type of environment.
Reference one-seventh-power velocity profiles have been presented on Figure 77 for assis-
tance in comparing the various data. The thickness of the reference profile has been
chosen arbitrarily at 1/10 of the annulus height at the rotor inlet plane and 1/15 at the rotor
exit plane. These reference profiles appear consistent with the character of the data.
A series of specific observations may be made on the data presented on Figure 77:
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i. For the rotor inlet stationonthebaselinecase, boundarylayer momentumdefect
increaseswith increasingthrottling.
J
2. For the rotor inlet station with the circumferential groove treatment, momentum
defect increases with increasing throttling. The momentum defect level with the
circumferential groove treatment is slightly lower than with the baseline casing.
0 For the rotor inlet station with the axial-skewed slot treatment, the momentum
defect level is substantially greater than with the baseline or circumferential
groove treatment easing. The momentum defect level rises slightly from standard
operating line to baseline near-stall, and does not increase any more through the
extended operating range permitted by the treatment.
o For the rotor inlet station with the wide blade angle slot treatment, the momentum
defect level on the standard operating line is approximately the same as with the
baseline casing. This momentum defect level rises rapidly with throttling to the
baseline-near-stall setting, where it is slightly greater than with the baseline cas-
ing, and then does not rise further through the extended operating region.
5. For the rotor exit station with the baseline casing, the momentum defect level is
nearly independent of throttling (but this result is confused by the measurement of
freestream velocity near stall).
o For the rotor exit station with the circumferential groove casing, the momentum
defect level and profile shape are independent of throttling. Differences from the
baseline case are insignificant.
. For the rotor exit station with the axial-skewed treatment, there is an appreciable
momentum deficit quite far into the stream. Throughout the normal operating
range this momentum deficit is greater than with baseline or circumferential
groove configurations. Close to the configuration stall limit there is a dramatic
reduction in the momentum deficit, as if recircutation in the treatment cavity is
quite effective as a boundary layer bleed device.
. For the rotor exit station with the wide blade angle slot treatment, in the normal
operating range, the momentum deficit at a moderate distance from the wall is
increased relative to the baseline and circumferential groove configurations; the
penetration of this deficit into the stream is less than with the axial-skewed slot
configuration. This configuration also shows a dramatic decrease in momentum
deficit close to its stall.
Even though the differences among the velocities are apparent on Figure 77, there is no
pattern to identify these differences with the influence of treatment on the compressor
performance, and especially on stall margin improvements. The advance planning had
anticipated that the baseline configuration might show an increasing momentum defect in
the profile at the rotor exit with throttling toward stall. If this had happened, and if the
treatment results had shown substantially less defect at the near-stall flow for the base-
line, this type of annulus boundary layer modification would have been a strong candidate
as one of the important mechanisms for the casing treatment influence. The near-stall
condition of the axial-skewed slot and blade angle slot configurations does show substan-
tial reduction in the momentum defect of the profile. In the neighborhood of the baseline
stall flow there is little difference among the profiles.
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Theannuluswall boundarylayer surveyalsoprovidedopportunityfor examiningthe in-
fluenceof the casingtreatmentonrotor bladewakeprofiles, includingtheuniformity from
onebladeto the next. Figures 78 - 80showcomparisonsamongtheseprofiles for the base-
line andopencircumferer,tial grooveconfigurations.
For thesephotographsthe"perpendicularX array" hot film anemometerwasorientedin
the approximateabsoluteflow direction. Thezero outputbaselinefor the"A + B", re-
sultantvelocity signalappearsatthe bottomof eachphotograph,andsignaloutputsfor five
(or ten)randomlytimed sweepsappearat thetop. Characteristically theabsoluteresultant
velocity did notchangesignificantly with passageof a wake. Sincethe HFA orientationwas
closeto the flow direction, all signalsfor the"A-B", transverse componentrace are
closeto the zero outputbaselinefor that channel. Thepassageof a wakeis identifiedby a
substantialcomponentperpendicularto the averagedirection, wherethe slowmovingwake
flow appearsnearly tangentialin the absoluteframe.
Figure 78 showstraces takenat 17_cspanfrom thetip, presumablyfar enoughawayfrom
the annuluswall sothat local flows in the treatmentcavities shouldnotdisturb thefree
stream flow. At the standardoperatingline (throttle 422)flow setting, there is little dif-
ferencebetweenthe traces for thebaselineandtreatedconfigurations. As the flow is re-
ducedwith increasingthrottle restriction, thebladewakesfor thebaselinecasebecome
more prominent, andthe disparity betweenthewakesof adjacentbladesbecomeslarger.
Thewakesfor the treatedconfigurationalso grow, but less rapidly. At theflow setting
correspondingto baselinenear stall the rotor bladewakesfor the treatedconfigurationare
conspicuouslylessprominentthanthosefor thebaselinesituation. Thewakeprofiles for
thesetwo configurationsshowsimilar enlargementsfor the flow settingsclose to the re-
spectivestalls.
At radial positionscloser to the annuluswall, Figures 79 and 80, thebladewakesituations
becomeconsiderablymore complex. Wakedisturbancesappearto beas large as, or larger,
with thetreatedcasingas with thebaseline. Thetreatmentmay, however,haveenforced
someperiodic regularity wherethebaselineshowedstrictly randomtime variations. It is
particularly interesting to observethat thewakeeffect appearsearlier with respectto the
timing trace near thetip thanfarther into the stream, that thewakeflow hasahigh abso-
lute velocity level andtherefore a low relative flow velocity, andthat two separateregions
of highabsoluteflow angleare frequentlypresentfor eachpassingblade.
In the testplanningfor the programit washopedthatthesewakeprofiles wouldbewell
enoughdefinedso that theycouldbe interpretedas velocity profiles in the relative flow,
with definite displacementandmomentumthicknesses. It hasnotprovedfeasible to analyze
the complextraces in this mannerwithin the scopeof theprogram.
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Vector Diagram Analysis
Blade element characteristics have been suggested as indications of the ways in which cas-
ing treatments influence the stage performance. It was thought, for example, that critical
limitations on loading parameters, such as static pressure rise coefficient and diffusion
factor, might be raised by effective treatments. Vector diagram analyses were carried out
for the experimental data from the open circumferential groove treatment and the axial-
skewed slot treatment, looking for a pattern to the change in blade element characteristics.
No attempt was made to include the baseline configuration in the vector diagram analysis
and comparisons. Since the work input and pressure rises for the baseline are very nearly
the same as for the open circumferential groove it was expected that the results for the
treated configuration would also apply to the baseline.
Primary input to the vector diagram analysis, in addition to the stage geometry, consists
of static pressures measured on the casings before and after blade rows, and the stagnation
pressure profiles before and after the rotor and after the stator. The absolute air angle
profiles before and after the rotor are also used, as measures of the tangential momentum
change and work input. These angle profiles are not sensitive enough, however, to reflect
differences in work input between configurations.
A clear difference between the two treated configurations was observed in the profiles of the
axial velocity component between the rotor and the stator. Figure 81 presents these pro-
files, with a tabulation of the effective area coefficients resulting from integrating the pro-
files. At the open throttle condition, the axial velocity profiles are similar. The casing
static pressure is higher for the axial-skewed slot treatment, which implies a lower
velocity level and leads to the 2% higher area coefficient. As the stages are throttled, the
axial-skewed slot treatment picks up total pressure in the tip region, signaling a small out-
ward flow shift and a tilting of the profiles. The indicated effective area coefficient re-
mains about 2% higher with the axial-skewed slot treatment, a continued consequence of
high casing static pressures. It should be observed that the high casing static pressure
level is not preserved through the stator. Instead the high casing static pressure between
rotor and stator with the axial-skewed treatment may be local consequences of radial flow
components.
Loading parameters fox' the two configurations are compared in Figure 82 for the rotor,
and on Figure 83 for the stator. The calculation of the rotor diffusion factors reflects in-
ability to detect a systematic shift in angle profiles consistent with the overall work inputs.
The same angle profiles were used for both configurations. The diffusion factor calculation
has little dependence on the measured pressures, which are conspicuously different. These
pressures are reflected directly in the static pressure rise coefficients, where the contrast
is even more conspicuous than in the axial velocity profiles° As has been observed pre-
viously, the axial-skewed slot configuration shows much more difference from the circum-
ferential groove configuration in casing static pressure between rotor and stator than in
overall static pressure rise. The relative positions of the static pressure rise data on
Figure 83 for the stator as compared with Figure 82 for the rotor confirm this. If Figure
82 is examined for trends in loading parameters with increasing incidence, the impression
appears that high incidence always results in a deterioration of pressure rise effectiveness.
In the open throttle region pressure rise is nearly linear with incidence. At high incidence
angles the pressure rise drops below a linear extrapolation, reaches a maximum, and
starts to drop absolutely before breaking down. The more effective treatment maintains
linearity of the pressure rise characteristic to higher incidences, and apparently also slows
the rate of deterioration.
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Thevector diagramanalysisalso yields dataonbladeelementstream deflectionsandloss
coefficients. Theseare presentedonFigure 82 for the rotor. Thestream deflectiondata
suggestthat theflow anglemeasurementsat near-stall throttle settingsmayhavebeentoo
large near thehubandtoo small nearthe casing. Overthe entire spanthe rotor loss
coefficients rise sharply near stall, becausethe rotor exit total pressureprofiles near stall
showedpressurerises thatfailed to increasein proportion to the tangentialmomentum.
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DISCUSSION
A series of questions was established at the beginning of the experimental program to serve
as a guideline for the investigation. Experimental data were obtained which were suitable
for discussing, if not answering, these questions.
Io Does the influence of the casing treatment alter the blade loading, as measured by
either a blade surface pressure distribution or a momentum balance measurement
across the blade row ?
The blade surface pressure distributions were changed in the presence of casing treatment
at those flow-levels/throttle-settings where comparative data were obtained. In contrast
the overall pressure rises and discharge total pressure profiles on the "standard operating
line" did not change in the presence of the treatment. The responses of the circumferen-
tial groove treatments differed from those of the slot treatments. The circumferential
groove treatment did not change the span-wise distribution of blade loadings. The
circumferential groove treatment did seem to shift the blade loading from the leading edge
toward the trailing edge at all throttle settings. All of the slot treatments, axial-skewed,
wide blade angle and narrow blade angle, produced startlingly high blade surface pressures
on the pressure surface close to the blade tip. For the design with preswirl induced by
inlet guide vanes, the tangential velocity of the freestream air relative to the moving
blades is substantially less than blade speed. Any flow coming out of the blade angle slots
does so with no swirl, so that the relative tangential velocity is equal to the blade speed.
The high surface static pressures may, therefore, be the consequence of accelerating
cavity exit flow to the freestream tangential velocity. Flow out of the axial-skewed slot
cavities has swirl velocity opposite to the blade speed, so that even higher acceleration in
bringing the flow into the freestream might be expected. The increase in blade pressure
loading at 17% span from the blade tip with the slot-type treatment was much smaller than
that at the blade tip, but did appear to be significant.
The resolution among measured flow angles was not fine enough to detect differences
between treatments. It is clear, however, that work input at a given throttle setting was
increased in the presence of slot-type treatments and was not increased by groove treat-
ments.
2. Can incipient separation be identified in the blade tip region which is suppressed or
delayed in the presence of one or more of the casing treatments ?
Hot film anemometer traces of the rotor blade wakes were taken at the standard throttle
settings during the testing of the baseline and open circumferential groove configurations.
Interpretation of the results was difficult. The results at 17% span from the tip obtained
from the circumferential groove test at the baseline-near-stall throttle setting show a
distinctly thinner blade wake than the baseline results. Closer to the blade tip both
configurations show thick• wakes. No convincing difference favoring the treated configuration
has been found. Since these measurements were unrewarding, they were not repeated for
the axial-skewed slot configuration. In view of the difference in the character of the blade
surface pressures, rotor blade wake comparisons from the axial-skewed slot configuration
would probably have been valuable.
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3. Canradial velocity components(velocitycomponentsintoandout of thetreatment
cavity) be identified whichare large enoughto accountfor qualitative differencesin the
bladetip flow patterns?
Someconspicuousvelocity componentsintoandoutof the cavities were identifiedfor each
of the cavity configurations. It is, however, difficult to connectthesevelocitieswith the
bladetip flow patterns.
In the experimentswith thecircumferential groovetreatment, evidenceonradial velocity
comesfrom tuft observationsandfrom HFA measurements. Sincethe HFA measurements
in grooves1and3 showa periodic patternat bladepassingfrequency, andthe tuft observa-
tions donotcorrelate with bladepassage,it is probablethat the tufts havetoo muchinertia
to respondto passingfrequency. TheHFA datafor groove3 showflow into the cavity
alongtheaft wall asthe bladetip approachesthe sensor. Themagnitudeof the inflow is
highly variable, with peakssometimesas highas 15%of bladespeedandsometimesno
more than5%of bladespeed. TheHFA datafor groove1 showlarge percentagevariations
in the longitudinalvelocity. Somesubstantialradial velocities musttherefore be required
to satisfy continuity. Evidenceof radial flow from tuft observationscomesfrom occasional
"tugs" felt throughthetuft supportstem as thetuft is movedcloseto the cavity face. Since
a substantialportion of the improvementin stableflow rangebefore stall with circumferen-
tial groovesis lost whengrooves4 and5are filled, andsincethe HFA velocity measure-
ments in groove5showlongitudinallevels nearly independentof bladeposition, it seems
unlikely that radial velocities couldbevery importantto the stabilizing influenceof thecon-
figuration.
Flow componentsintoandoutof theaxial-skewedslot andbladeangleslot cavities are
apparentlyrequired to accountfor thefree streamflow patternsover the rotor blading. At
least the most obviousexplanationfor thehighstatic pressuresonthe bladepressure sur-
facesnear thetip dependson interactionwith a cavity flow. Tuft andHFA observationsof
theflow in theaxial-skewedslot cavities suggesta predominant,butby nomeansuniform
or continuous,circulating flow into thecavity at its aft endandoutat theforward end. This
flow is presumablydriven by the meridionalpressurefield: its velocity componentshow
no evidenceof correlation with bladepassage. Tuft observationsof theflow in bladeangle
slot cavities showpredominantflow out of all thesecavities at the forward ends. Elsewhere
in the cavities theflow patternsare erratic. A significant follow-on experimentwouldin-
volvebothtypes of slot cavities with additionalbaffles, to determinewhetherthestalling
flow coefficientandthebladesurfacepressuresrespondin the samewayto the cavity ex-
tent. It is, of course, expectedthat additionalbaffleswouldreducethe excesspower input.
4. Canvelocity componentsexist alonga cavity with magnitudescomparableto velocity
componentsin the freestream? If so, are theybeneficial, or wouldit bedesirable to
suppressthemthroughthe useof suitablebaffling?
Thevelocity componentalongthe circumferential groovecavity is comparableto the free-
stream velocity. In fact, the measuredvelocity near the cavity face is consistentwith a
prediction that the meanabsolutetangentialvelocity "ofthefreestreamshouldalso be found
in the cavity. Apparentlythis cavity velocity is beneficial, at least in part, since intro-
ductionof baffling resulted in efficiency loss. Onthe otherhand, thebaffled grooveswere
more effectivethanthe opengroovesat improving stall margin.
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ResultsOnvelocity componentsalongslot-type cavities are inconclusive. Removingthe
baffles from the axial-skewedslots certainly increasedthe work input. There must,
therefore, havebeena significant increasein the longitudinal flow, whichhurt efficiency
withouthelpingstall margin very much. Somelongitudinalvelocity is required to satisfy
continuityin respectto the flow out of thesecavities at their forward ends. Themeasure-
mentof dynamicpressure in the narrowbladeangleslot cavities did not showsignificant
velocity levels. Tuft observationssuggesthat the singlebaffles in the cavities are
enoughto suppressharmful recirculation withoutdestroyingthebeneficial influence. The
compliantwall hypothesisseemsto havegainedcredibility as a result of failure to measure
systematicflow patterns. A supplementaryinvestigation, in whichthebladewakesof the
existing axial-skewedslot configurationare measuredandfollowedby a test with additional
baffling to measurebladesurfacepressures, bladewakes,andstalling behavior, seems
indicatedasa wayto separatecompliantwall effectsfrom cavity-blowing-onbladeeffects.
5. Cansignificantpressure gradientstransverseto a cavitybe identified?
Mostof the datafrom circumferential groove, axial-skewedslot, andwidebladeangle
slot cavities indicatenotransverse pressuregradients. Wheretransverse pressure
gradientswere observed,the effect seemsto bedataresolution.
6. Cananysignificantdepartureof individualpassagework inputs, andresulting
pressurerises from the average,be identified? If so, dothey changein the
presenceof casingtreatment?
Thetest proceduredoesnot seemto havebeensuitedto answeringthis question. During
thetest program variations in time-varying waveform from repetition to repetition, and
variations with relative inlet guidevaneposition, maskedthevariations from blade-to-
blade. It doesnot appearthat significant variationsattributable to treatmentcanbe
identified.
A series of observationswasreportedearlier in this report undertheheading"empirical
background",to represent the stateof knowledgeoncasingtreatmenteffects. It is appro-
priate at this time to reconsiderthese in the light of NAS3-15707programresults:
1. Rotatingstall at rotor tip doesseemto be thestall inceptionsymptom. Inceptionwas
postponedwith most treatmentconfigurations.
2. Theprogramshowedconclusivelythat stall margin improvementsare not confinedto
transonicrotors. Low Machnumberpressuredistributions doseemto bechangedby
treatment. A separateinvestigationwouldbe required to considerwhetherthere is
relatively more changeat transonicMachnumbers.
3. Extra recirculation by removingbaffles from axial-skewedslots did lower stalling flow
coefficient, or at least reducesensitivity to stalling inducedby rotor bladeinstrumen-
tation. Testingof either axial-skewedor bladeangleslots with additionalcompart-
mentationwouldbe significant. Somerecirculating flow is apparentlyrequired to
accountfor highbladepressure surfacepressures. Theinfluenceof the cavity on
pressure surfacepressuremight havebeenless for a designwithoutpreswirl, in
whichcasethetreatmentmighthavebeenless effective.
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Investigation confirms effectiveness of treatments with more than 60% open area.
There was no effort to determine whether the open area could be reduced somewhat
without destroying effectiveness. Neither was there any effort to determine whether
tapered lands (e. g., between circumferential grooves) would preserve the beneficial
effect of large open area and enhance mechanical integrity.
The investigation confirms the effectiveness of configurations that are untreated in
leading edge and trailing edge regions. The investigation also showed substantial loss
in effectiveness of circumferential grooves if either the 20-45% chord region or the
55-80% chord region, from the leading edge, was left untreated.
The diffusion process is apparently improved. All treatment configurations show greater
static pressure rise than the baseline at the baseline-near-stall throttle setting.
Blade passing frequency effects of any kind were hard to find. Frequencies substan-
tially higher than blade passing frequency were sometimes observed on transient
pressure traces (Figures 75and76). Efforts at establishing a pattern to these fre-
quencies with change of rotor speed were unrewarding. There is, therefore, still no
evidence of a significant selective effect which can be attributed to resonance.
Some radial shifts in flow distribution were observed, particularly in the experiments
with the axial-skewed slot treatment. The nature of the shift should have lowered the
pressure rise demanded of the tip section at a given flow level somewhat. This effect
was masked by the change in the split between rotor and stator pressure rise (an
apparent increase in reaction). Limiting blade element loadings appear to increase with
the treatment.
This test program did not identify any disparities among flows in successive blade
passages.
Although rotating stall cells may have been identified close to stall by tuft observa-
tions, they were not conspicuous enough for recording with the transient pressure or
velocity instrumentation. There was, therefore, no way to measure a change in stall
cell frequency. Overall pressure rises at given flow levels near the stall condition
for the circumferential groove configuration were higher with slot treatments than
with groove treatments. It' a depressed pressure rise for the groove treatment is
actually a time average of a rotating stall situation, the increased pressure rise would
be equivalent to suppression of the stall cells.
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Sincea significant proportion of theprogram effort wasput into flow modellingto predict
the flow patterns in andaroundthe treatmentcavities, it is appropriateto review the extent
to whichthepredictedflow patternswereactually observed. Predictions were madefor
the idealpressuredistributions aroundthe rotor tip airfoils, for theprimarily circumfer-
ential inviscid flow in circumferential grooves, for theviscousflow in circumferential
grooves, for longitudinalflow in bladeangleslots, andfor transverse flow in bladeangle
andaxial-skewedslots.
The cascadeanalysisof the rotor tip sectionwasundertakento obtainboundarycondition
datafor analysisof cavity flows. Theresults of theanalysis, however,with their compar-
isonto the experimentalresults, suggestedopportunityfor a special investigation, which
couldonly receivea skeletontreatmentwithin the scopeof the NAS3-15707program. Early
vector diagramanalysispredictions weremadeto matchstagecharacteristics from a pre-
vious test onthe stagewhichwasto beusedfor the experimentalprogram. Thesepredic-
tions showedthat peakefficiency occurredat approximately0° incidenceonthe rotor tip and
that the stagestalled at approximately+8° incidence. Thecascadepredictionswere, there-
fore run for thesetwo incidenceangles. Thesepredictionsgavea moderateleadingedge
pressure loadingat 0° incidencewhichagreedwithadvanceexpectations. The leadingedge
loadingincreasedrapidly with positive incidence,also in agreementwithadvanceexpecta-
tion. It wasexpectedthat real fluid flow wouldproducelocal boundarylayer separationsin
the leadingedgeregions, whichwouldalter the effectiveairfoil shapeandalleviate the
severeloadingthere. It wasa surprise to find that thebladesurfacepressuresshowedthe
leadingedgeregion to bealmost unloadedat the "standardoperatingline" throttle setting,
andthat thevector diagramanalysisof this datatakenat this throttle settingshowedsub-
stantially positive incidence. Thescopeof the investigationwouldapparentlyrequire sub-
stantial expansionto cover full reconciliation of the experimentalfreestream cascade
behaviourwith the predictions.
Theflow modellingpredictionsfor flow in circumferential groovesall supposedthat this
flow wouldsomehowbedriven by momentuminterchangewith thecircumferential compo-
nentof theabsoluteflow outsidethe cavity. Someresponseto theblade-to-bladestatic
pressurefield wasalso expected. Themeasurements,bothbytotal andstatic pressure
andbyhot film anemometry,showmeanlevels comparableto the meanabsoluteflow out-
side the cavity (definitionof theflow outsidethecavity is subjectto someuncertainty in
interpretationof the vector diagramanalysis). Thedifferences betweenthemeasured
cavity velocity level andthefreestream level are presumablyaneffectof the cavity wall
shear drag. Theinfluenceof theblade-to-bladepressurefield is small on theflow in the
farthest-aft groove, whichmakesits substantialcontributionto thebeneficialeffect of the
treatedcasingonstall margin. In the centergroove(Figure69)the velocity increases
slowly anddecreasesrapidly in theperiod of passageof a rotor blade. This is consistent
with accelerationunderthe force of thestatic pressurefield betweenbladesandaccelera-
tion over thebladetip (afeatureof constantrelative frame total pressure)andinconsistent
with constanttotal pressure in a stationaryframe. Thefluctuationamplitude,however, is
notgreat enoughto satisfy thereferenceframe movingwith thefull rotor speed.
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Theflow modellingeffort for thebladeangleslots led to anexpectationof a rather large
longitudinalflow when the slot is neara bladesuctionsurface, little flow whenneara pres-
sure surface. Tuft observationsfailed to identifyanyvelocity responseto the passageof a
blade. Measurementsof total andstatic pressurefailed to detecta significant velocity level
in the narrow slots. Onthe otherhand, the longitudinalflow modelpredicts rather low
radial velocities into the cavityat the downstreamendandneedhigher radial velocities out
of the cavityat the upstreamend. Somethinglike the outwardvelocity situation is:required
to explainthehighpressuresurfacepressuresmeasuredin the presenceof anyof the slot-
type cavities.
Although no evidence of the roller-bearing-type of flow pattern was detected in tuft observa-
tions, or hot film anemometer measurements, the static pressure distributions in the
baffled axial-skewed slots do suggest this pattern. Recovery of the kinetic energy of a sub-
stantial velocity is required to explain the high static pressures on the bottoms of these
cavities, as compared with the cavity mouths. Fore- and aft-symmetry could explain the
near-constancy of pressure mea, surements made at the same depth, but is not very likely.
Longitudinal uniformity of transverse flow seems a simple way to explain this result.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
i. Porous wall casing treatments do improve stall margins for operation at low (_0. I)
Mach number. Although compressibility may have some impact on the effectiveness of
treatment (evaluation of this was not within the scope of this investigation), itclearly is
not an essential input to understanding the phenomena.
2. Radial velocity components in circumferential groove configurations do not seen ade-
quate to alter flow patterns. The velocity level of the longitudinal flow circulating in
the grooves does seem to influence blade boundary layer stability.
3. Circumferential velocity components in circumferential groove configurations are
comparable to freestream flow velocities. High absolute circumferential velocities
(low relative to the moving blade) are helpful for efficiency. Low absolute circumfer-
ential velocities (as obtained with baffles in the grooves) are helpful for stability.
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. The use of at least one baffle to inhibit longitudinal flow in an axial-skewed slot cavity
reduces efficiency loss due to recirculation significantly without harming the stall
margin benefits. Although this feature was not tested in blade angle slots, similar
results are expected.
5. The width of blade angle slots makes a small but significant difference to their influence.
Slots somewhat wider than blade tips give more stall margin improvement than narrow
slots, with about the same effect on efficiency. Since longitudinal velocities in blade
angle slots are not large, and since no systematic response to blade passing frequency
was identified, it seems likely that the orientation angle is not important to the influence
of these cavities.
6. Blade loadings, as measured by blade surface pressures, are changed significantly in
the presence of casing treatment. Circumferential groove treatments appear to
improve pressure recoveries in the 50-75% chord region, which has the effect of shift-
ing some pressure loading from the leading edge region toward the trailing edge.
Pressure surface pressures, those close to the tip particularly, are raised in the
presence of slot treatments. If the flow off the trailing edge from this region of high
surface pressure has indeed been energized, it may have a stabilizing influence on the
suction surface flow as well.
. Radial velocity components out of slot configurations are apparently required to account
for observed blade surface pressures. The test program did not investigate the corre-
lation between influence on blade surface pressure and influence on stage stability.
. Except possibly for radial velocity components out of the forward ends of cavities in the
slot configurations, the flows in the cavities are highly erratic. Correlations of these
flows with systematic influences on stage efficiency and stage stability seen unlikely.
9. Rotor blade wakes appear to undergo significant modification, as measured by momen-
tum thickness and/or momentum defect, by regularity, and by concentration near the
annulus wall, by the presence of treatment. Data taken were not detailed enough for
generalized observations about the modifications.
10. The beneficial effects of casing treatments in this investigation were obtained without
conspicuous suppression of variations in loadings from blade to blade or in flow
patterns from blade passage to blade passage.
11. Additional tests which would contribute to understanding of casing treatment influences
and to design standards include circumferential grooves with slanted lands and with
tapered lands, axial-skewed slots and blade angle slots with more baffles, shallower
axial-skewed slots, and axial-skewed and/or blade angle slots with vector diagrams
adjusted for much lower mean circumferential velocities.
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TABLE I
CRITICAL PROPORTIONS OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL GROOVES
REFERENCE
TM X-2459"
CONFIGURATION
NOTES
Grooves 1 - 9
GROOVE DEPTH
BLADE SPACING
STALL MARGIN
IMPROVEMENT
100%N/90_cN
0.038 o.o15/
0.113 0.037/
0.287 0.057/
Grooves 2 - 6 0.038 0.040/
0.113 0.058/
0.287 0.135/0.093
• 0.144 0.051/0.025
0.288 0.065/0.030
0.072 0.043/0
Grooves 3 -9
3 - 7
3 - 7
REMARKS
Ineffective
Reduced effectiveness
Typical
Reduced effectiveness
Typical
Unusually effective
Typical (?)
Typical
Ineffective
*Reference 5
**Reference 2
***Reference 4
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TABLE II
BLADE GEOMETRY FOR LOW SPEED RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
CASING TREATMENT PHENOMENA INVESTIGATION
Inlet Guide Vanes
Span
Aspect Ratio _Chord] --
\ [
Mean Line
Profile
Rotor Stator
Number of Blades 40 54 53
Radius Ratio 0.7 0.85 1.0 0.7 0.85 1.0 0.7 0.85 1.0
Chord- cm 12.60 15.30 18.00 -- 11.63 .... 11.72 --
- in. 4.95 6.01 7.07 -- 4. 583 .... 4. 609 --
Camber (deg.) 21.5 32.6 34.5 41.7 32.3 23.1 32.6 29.4 31.6
Stagger (deg.) 13.2 20.5 21.9 16.4 34.1 43.4 29.9 39.9 41.5
Max thickness/
chord 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.13 0.088 0.045 0.040 0.080 0. 120
Solidity 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.88 1.55 1.31 1.85 1.53 1.30
1.5 .... 1.96 .... 1.94 --
A4K6* Circular Arc Circular Arc
63 Series 65 Series 65 Series
*Dunavant, J.C., Cascade Investigation of a related Series of 6-Percent-Thick-Guide-Vane
Profiles and Design Charts, NACA TN3959 May 1957
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TABLE III
STANDARD THROTTLE SETTINGS FOR PERFORMANCE TESTING
Description
Standard Operating Line
Peak Efficiency
High Operation Limit
Baseline Near-Stall
Circumferential Groove
Near -Stall
Slot Treatment Near-Stall
Throttle Nominal Flow
Setting Coefficient Remarks
422 0.493
170 0.46
145 0.438
115 0.406
105 0.388
92 0. 362
80% of peak static pressur e
coefficient
Some variation in location
of peak between configura-
tions
95% of peak static pressure
coefficient edge of region of
cascade flow breakdown
Near-peak static pressure
c oeff ic ient
Near peak static pressure
coefficient
Stability beyond this flow
affected by instrumentation
and Reynolds number
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TABLE IV
OVERALL STALL CHARACTERISTIC COMPARISON AMONG EIGHT CASING TREATMENT CONFIGURATIONS
Baseline
Stalling Throttle 112,2 100,5
Flow Coefficient at Stall 0,404 0,380
Pressure Coefficient at Stall• 0,619 0,638
At Throttle 115 (Near Baseline Stall)
Flow Cbefficient 0,406 0,406
Pressure Coefficient 0,617 0,627
At Peak Efficiency
Peak Efficiency 0.9tl 0911
Flow Coefficient " 0,475 0.460
Pressure Coefficient 0.537 0.548
At Peak Pressure Coefficient
(if different from stall)
Flow Coefficient ......
Pressure Coefficient ......
Change in Stalling Flow
From Baseline .... 5.8
% Change in Pressure Rise
At Baseline Stall Throttle
from Baseline --- +1.8
% Change in Peak Pressure
Rise from Baseline --- +3.7
Change in Peak Efficiency
from Baseline "--- 0
Circumferential Grooves
1-5 Open 1-5 Baffled 1-3 Open
88.2
0.353
0.653
0.406
0.633
O. 928
0.480
0,555
-12,5
+2,8
+6.0
- 0.013
Axial-Skewed Slots
3-5 Open Baffled Unbaffled
106.8 105.5 83.5 82:5
'(88.8) (89.0)
0.387 0.386 0.342 0.336
0.622 0.634 0.624 0.610
0.406 0.405 0.404 0.409
0.616 0.622 0.646 0.640.
0.932 0.912 0.923 0.855
0.475 0_475 0.445 0.475
0.532 0.530 0.602 0.538
--- --- 0,385 0,385
...... 0,664 0,652
-4,1 -4,3 -•15,3 -16.7
-0.1 +I.0 +4.9 +3.9
+I.0 +2.9 +7.8 +5,8
-0.009 _0.001 -O.OIS -0.086
Note: • Stalling throttle indications in parentheses show stability limits
with Inter-blade row total pressure rakes in placeo Stalling
characteristic limits are quoted with rakes removed.
Wide Blade
Angle Slots
Baffled
84.5
(90.8)
0.343
0.640
0.406
0,635
0.927
0.494
0.505
0,370
0.651
-15,0
+3.1
+5.7
-0.01-I
Narrow Blade
Angle Slots
Baffled
90,2
(92.7)
0.362
0.650
0.405
0.630
0.928
0.494
0.501
-10,3
+2,2
-,5.2
-0. 013
TABLE V
LSRC CASING TREATMENT PROGRAM - WORK INPUT COMPARISON
_D
Configuration
Baseline
• Quick-Look
• Repeat in performance
test
Circumferential Groove
• Grooves 1-5 open
• Grooves 1-5 baffled
• Grooves 1-3 open
Grooves 3-5 open
Axial-skewed Slots
• Slots baffled - Quick
Look Performance
• Slots baffled perf.
• Slots open perf.
Blade Angle Slots
• Wide
• Narrow
0
0.0034
0.0015
0.0064
0.0022
0.0012
0.0227
0.0258
0.0566
0.0194
0. 0141
O. 46
Throttle 422
_fi _- g'Mod
0.4951 0.0013
0.4923 -0.0013
0.4933 0.0047
0.4924 0.0028
0.4907 -0.0015
0.4925 0.0002
0.4967 0.0182
0.4941 0.0197
0.4922 0.0362
0.4956 0.0150
0.4947 0.0107
Throttle 145
e--_Mod
0.4388 -0.0002
0.4385 0.0030
0'.4370 0.0008
0.4377 0.0087
0.4365 -0.0023
0.4364 -0.0021
0.4410 0.0257
0.4393 0.0328
0.4402 0.0651
Throttle 115
0.4041
0.4042
0.4062
0,4056
0.4022
0.4041
0.4092
0._06i
0.4091
0.4404 0.0262
0.4384 0.0196
0.4079
0.4065
_)-- @Mod
-0000i
0.0004
0.0070
0.0052
0.0002
0.0011
0.0346
0.0389
0.0791
0.0302
0.0273
No te : Comparison based on Curve Fit Model for Baseline Configuration (Quick-Look)
_MoH = 0.59955 - 1.64558 (_- 0.46) - 1.85901 (_- 0.46) 2
Data from Performance Test Series unless otherwise specified
TABLE VI
LSRC CASING TREATMENT PROGRAM - CASING STATIC PRESSURE RISE COMPARISON
.q
o
Configuration
Baseline
Circumferential Grooves
Grooves 1-5 open
Grooves 1-5 baffled
Grooves 1-3 open
Grooves 3-5 open
Axial-skewed Slots
Slots baffled
Slots open
Blade Angle Slots
Wide
Narrow
Throttle 422 Throttle 145 Throttle 115
• _' _' _'@ Pl.0 P2.0 s @ Pl.0 P2.0 s _ Pl.0 P2.0 s
0.4923 -0.362 0.144 i 0"506 0.4385 -0.282 0.313 0.595 0.4042 -0.236 0.383 0.619
0.4933 -0.361 0.144 0.505 0.4370 -0.281 0.313 0.594 0.4062 -0.241 0.391 0.632
0.4924 -0.362 0.140 0.502 0.4377 -0.283 0.312 0.595 0;4056 -0.241 0.387 0.628
0.4907 -0.359 0.143 0.502 0.4365 -0.280 0.312 0.592 0.4022 -0.233 0.384 0.617
0.4925 -0.366 0.142 0.508 0.4364 -0.285 0.311 0.596 0.4041 -0.239 0.386 0.625
0.4918 -0.360 0,141 0.501 0.4372 -0.283 0.309 0.592 0.4041 -0.241 0.383 0.624
0.4922 -0.358 0.140 0.498 0.4402 -0.285 0.308 0.593 0.4091 -0.244 0.384 0.628
0.4937 -0.362 0.142 0.504 0.4387 -0.283 0.314 0.597 0.4064 -0.241 0.390 0.631
0.4924 -0.361 0.142 0.503 0.4368 -0.281 0.313 0.594 0.4050 -0.238 0.388 0.626
Note: Data from Performance Test Series
TABLE VII
ANNULUS WALL PRESSURE GRADIENT
Configuration
Throttle 422 Throttle 145 Throttle 115
Standard High Near-Stall
Operating Line Operating Limit Baseline
Initial Final Initial Final Initial Final
Throttle 105 Near- Throttle 92
StallOpen Circum- Near-Stall Slot
ferential Groove Configurations
Initial Final Initial Final
Gradient Gradient Gradient Gradient Gradient Gradient Gradient Gradient Gradient Gradient
Baseline 0.39 0.39 0.50 0.24 0.58 0.24 ......
Circumferential Grooves
1-5 Open 0.42 0.42 0.45 0.31 0.52 0.27 0.72 0.28 ......
1-5 Baffled 0.60 0.60 NA NA 0.60 0.60 NA NA 0.75 0.46
1-3 Open 0.42 0.42 0.45 0.31 0.63 0.28 0.69* 0.23* - .....
3-5 Open 0.39 0.39 0.47 0.27 0.60 0.21 0.65* 0.19" .... '-
Axial-Skewed Slots
Baffled 0.35 0.92 0.52 0.74 0.52 0.52 0.60 0.47 0.86 0.31
Unbaffled ---** ................ --" .........
Blade Angle Slot
Wide 0.62 0.62 0.56 0.56 0.63 0.47 0.67 0.37 0.56 0.17
Narrow 0.67 0.67 0.57 0.57 0.63 0.63 0.92 0.44 0.74 0.31
NB Wall pressure gradient definition:
P Ut2
where L is axial projection of blade tip.
* Near-stall results for groove configurations with only three open grooves are given at throttle 108.
** Annulus wall gradients for the unbaffled axial-skewed slot configuration do not appear relevant.
TABLE VIII
INFLUENCE OF CASING TREATMENT ON BLADE SURFACE DIFFUSION
l_.seline
2.8% Span
16.7% Span
Circumferential
Groove
2.8% Span
16.7% Span
Axial Skewed
Slots
2.8% Span
16.7% Span
Wide Blade
Angle Slots
2.8% Span
16.7% Span
Narrow Blade
Angle Slots
2.8% Span
16.7% Span
Circumferenttal Groove Slot Treatment
Standard Operating Line High Operating Limit Baseline - Near Stall Near Stall Near Stall
Cascade Pressure Suction Cascade Pressure Suction Cascade Pressure Suctior_ Cascade Pressure Suction Cadcade Pressure Suction
Overall Surface Surface Overall Surface Surface Overall Surface Surface Overall Surface Surface Overall Surface Surface
0.485 0.283 0.655 0 553 0 049 0.906 0.560 0.066 1 259
0.465 0.400 0.572 0.542 0.182 0.798 0.563 0.124 0843
0.507 0.409 0.643 0.562 0.275 0.909 0.568 0.155 1.232 0.551 0.124 1.544
0.479 0.427 0.572 0.552 0.191 0.794 0.567 0.130 0.883 0.555 0.106 0.995
0.498 0.547 0.691 0.589 0.441 0.841 0.704 0 353 1.254 0.627 0.230 1 402 0.623 0.278 1.874
0.500 0.413 0.571 0.580 0.217 0.745 0.620 0.162 0.848 0.627 0.140 0.902 0.607 0.077 1.382
0,488 0.362 0.654 0.581 0.272 0.866 0 688 0.30I 1.261 0.601 0.188 1.420 0.598 0.157 I 858
0,488 0,404 0.566 0.572 0.208 0 761 0 606 0.162 0.854 0.604 0.139 0.911 0.584 0.095 1 443
0.545 0.375 0.770 0.625 0.286 0.953 0.656 0.302 1.305 0.590 0.345 1.499 0.596
0.511 0.429 0.581 0.604 0.228 0.804 0.636 0.183 0.828 0.594 0.144 0.873 0.582
Note: Diffusion rates are measured from minimum to 122aXllnUn] pressure on the surface (from rotor inlet plane tc rotor exit plane o,1
casmgfor cascade overaI1 and referred to 1 2 OWl2.
0.426 1.781
0.113 1.223
TABLE IX
COMPARISON BETWEEN BLADE LOADINGS MEASURED BY SURFACE PRESSURES AND
BI.ADE LOADINGS MEASURED BY TIME-VARYING CASING PRESSURES
BASELINE CONFIGURATION
Throttle Setting
Std Operating Line (422)
= 0.493
High Operation Limit (145)
¢ = 0. 438
Blade Casing
Surface (B & K)
Position Pressure Pressure Analytical
(% Chord) Amplitude Amplitude Prediction
21 0.38 0.44 0.41"
51 0.40 0.35 0.29*
81 0.27 0.18 0.12"
21 O. 50 O. 50 O. 54
51 0.37 0.29 0.26
81 0.20 O. 13 0.08
Near Stall (115) 21 0.50 0.44
¢ = 0.404 51 0.30 0.24
81 0.16 0.11
Note = Pressure amplitudes are normalized by 1/2 P Ut 2
*Analytical prediction is for _ _0.47 locally at the rotor tip, equivalent
to 0.55 for the stage average.
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TABLE X
SUMMARY OF FLUCTUATING PRESSURE AMPLITUDES
FROM CIRCUMFERENTIAL GROOVE TESTING
Throttle Setting
Std Operating Line (422)
¢ = 0.493
High Operation Limit (145)
= 0. 437
Near Stall Baseline (115)
¢ = 0.406
Near Stall Circumferential
Groove (105)
¢ = 0. 387
Groove Blade
Pressure Surface
Projected Amplitude Pressure
Position % Chord (B&K) Amplitude
#2 groove aft 42 0.34 0.41
#2 groove fwd 31 0.20 0.41
#2 groove bot 36 0.13
#4 groove aft 73 0.18 0.35
#4 groove fwd 62 0.15 0.40
#4 groove bot 67 0.10
#2 groove aft 42 0.34 0.41
#2 groove fwd 31 0.18 0.44
#2 groove bot 36 0.10
#4 groove aft 73 0.17 0.27
#4 groove fwd 62 0.14 0.32
#4 groove bot 67 0.06
#2 groove aft 42 0.31 0.39
#2 groove fwd 31 0.17 0.43
#2 groove bot 36 0.10
#4 groove aft 73 0.12 0.20
#4 groove fwd 62 0.09 0.25
#4 groove bot 67 0.05
#2 groove aft 42 0.26 0.34
#2 groove fwd 31 0.13 0.40
#2 groove bot 36 0.08
#4 groove aft 73 0.09 0.18
#4 groove fwd 62 0.08 0.22
#4 groove bot 67 0.03
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Figure 1 Influence of Casing Treatment on Blade Element Performance
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Figure 31 Installation of "Perpendicular X" Hot Film
Anemometer in Axial-Skewed Slot
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Figure 32 Wide Blade Angle Slot Casing
Treatment Configuration.
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Long-short-long dash delineation indicates cascade discharge pressure.
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Figure 72 Oscillograms Showing B and K Pressure Measurements
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Figure 79 Oscillograms Showing Blade Wake Profiles for Baseline and Open
Circumferential Groove Configurations 8% Span from Tip
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Figure 80 Oscillograms Showing Blade Wake Profiles for Baseline and Open
Circumferential Groove Configurations 3% Span from Tip
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Figure 82 Rotor Blade Element Data from Vector Diagram Analysis
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